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!!! Eighth Global Conference on Environmental Taxation !!! 
Munich, 18-20 October 2007 

The Eighth Global Conference on Environmental Taxation is part of an annual series 
of international conferences focussing on environmental fiscal reform. The confer-
ence provides a forum for legal scholars, economists, political scientists, conserva-
tionists, representatives of the private sector and non-governmental organisations to 
exchange the latest research on the use of environmental taxes and other market-
based instruments, as well as other economic instruments such as tax relief and sub-
sidies, to advance environmental policy objectives. 
This year’s conference will focus on the positive effects of environmental taxation and environmental fiscal reform. The 
focus will not only be on their ecological benefits, as these are already well-documented, but rather on less well-
publicised aspects of EFR, such as the stimulation of innovation, development of new technologies and job creation. 
More see chapter 2 and http://www.worldecotax.org/ 
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Quotation of the month:An inconvenient tax 
“For the last fourteen years, I have advocated the elimination of all payroll taxes – including those for social se-
curity and unemployment compensation – and the replacement of that revenue in the form of pollution taxes – 
principally on CO2. The overall level of taxation would remain exactly the same. It would be, in other words, a 
revenue neutral tax swap. But, instead of discouraging businesses from hiring more employees, it would dis-
courage business from producing more pollution. 

Global warming pollution, indeed all pollution, is now described by economists as an ‘externality.’ This absurd 
label means, in essence: we don’t to keep track of this stuff so let’s pretend it doesn’t exist.” 

Former US Vice President Al Gore at New York University, 18th September 2006. 
 

1. EDITORIAL 

Dear Readers and Friends of GBG, 
From EU to G8 summit, climate protection has 
become a top issue on the international agenda. 
The debates on the G8 summit in Heiligendamm 
this June were strongly focussed on environmental 
issues like reducing carbon emissions and finding 
new solutions to tackle climate change. These dis-
cussions resulted in calls for more and more mar-
ket-based instruments. After a pretty long period 
of stagnation, something is happening in all par-
ties. When it comes to emission trading, we have 
already witnessed a quite important development: 
At our annual conference in Berlin on “The Price 
of a Stable Climate and the Future of Emission 
Trading” – organised with the Heinrich-Böll 
Foundation and with the cooperation of Deutsche 
Bank Research – politicians from all parties of the 
Bundestag agreed to auction at least some propor-
tion of emission trading certificates! Who would 
have thought this would have been possible just 
months ago? 
While the wind of change keeps blowing, GBG is 
working hard organising the “8th Global Confer-
ence on Environmental Taxation” from 18-20 Oc-
tober 2007 in Munich, Germany. 
With its attractive program and prominent speak-
ers from all over the world, including many 
speakers from developing and emerging econo-
mies, and representatives of international organi-
sations such as the EEA, EEB, OECD, UNEP, and 
UNESCAP, and the German Federal Ministries 
for Environment and for Economic Cooperation 
and Development, our conference will be a real 
highlight of autumn 2007. 
If you haven’t registered already, you should do 
so soon. Take a look at section two for more de-
tails. 

Further information can be found on our website: 
http://www.worldecotax.org/ 
Aside from this, we have seen other positive de-
velopments elsewhere. New eco taxes in Ireland 
and the Czech Republic, as well as new discus-
sions on eco taxes in Finland and concrete pro-
posals in the Netherlands are of course a signs of 
success for both GBG and the environment. Fur-
ther afield, proposals for tax on polluting products 
are being prepared by the Environment Ministry 
in India and the South African government is 
promoting a discussion on market-based instru-
ments for environmental policy, while trading vs. 
taxes debates are becoming increasingly promi-
nent in the US media – and in New York, conges-
tion charging is being mooted.  
As the news agency Reuters reported after a high-
level conference in Brussels, “Eco taxes are on the 
up”. We are doing our best to keep the ball roll-
ing… 
Jacqueline Cottrell, Jakob Rinkewitz 

New Green Budget Germany report: 
“market-based instruments  

for the environment” 
[Christian Meyer, GBG] Green Budget Germany 
has published a new report on “Ecotaxes and 
Emissions Trading in Germany and Europe”. The 
report was commissioned by the GTZ (Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit – 
German Technical Cooperation) and written as 
part of the German-Chinese environmental dia-
logue. It provides an overview of current market 
based instruments such as environmental taxation 
and emission trading. The document is now avail-
able on our website under the following link: 
http://www.foes.de/en/downloads/study/Study_Market
_Based_Instruments24.pdf 

http://www.worldecotax.org/
http://www.foes.de/en/downloads/study/Study_Market_Based_Instruments24.pdf
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2. GLOBAL CONFERENCE ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL TAXATION  

Innovation, Technology and Employment 
–  

Impacts of Environmental  
Fiscal Reforms and other  

Market-Based Instruments 

Munich, 18-20 October 2007 

Register now to secure your early bird 
discount!! 

 
Program now online: 
http://www.worldecotax.org/downloads/info/GCET-
08_Program.pdf 
 
The Global Conference on Environmental 
Taxation (GCET) provides an interdisciplinary 
forum for the exchange of ideas, information and 
research findings about the use of environmental 
taxes and other economic instruments across in-
ternational boundaries. At the conference, leading 
scholars in the fields of law, economics, account-
ing, fiscal policy, political science and scientific 
disciplines come together to discuss ongoing de-
velopments relating to the potential of using eco-
nomic instruments to combat the global environ-
mental challenges of the 21st century. Selected pa-
pers from each conference are published by the 
Oxford University Press in an annual, peer-
reviewed volume, Critical Issues in Environ-
mental Taxation. 
The 2007 conference will focus on the proven 
positive impacts of environmental fiscal reform 
(EFR) and other market-based instruments. The 
primary focus will be on less well-publicised as-
pects of EFR, such as the stimulation of innova-
tion, the development of new technologies, and 
job creation. Understanding these positive effects 
– and communicating them – has a vital role to 
play in the implementation of EFR in the future to 
support a smooth transition to a sustainable econ-
omy. 

Keynotes and plenary speakers include Professor 
Klaus Töpfer, former Executive Director of 
UNEP and former German Environment Minister; 
Professor Jacqueline McGlade, Executive Direc-
tor of the EEB; Rae Kwon Chung, Director of 
Ecology and Sustainable Development, 
UNESCAP; Professor Ernst Ulrich von 
Weizsäcker, and many more. 
The conference is being organised by Green 
Budget Germany, together with academic partners 
Professors Wolfgang Wiegard and Wolfgang 
Buchholz from the Faculty of Business, Econom-
ics and Information Systems, University of Re-
gensburg. A special workshop on Environmental 
Fiscal Reform in Developing, Emerging, and 
Transition Economies is being co-hosted by the 
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (BMZ) and the German Technical 
Cooperation (GTZ). The conference will take 
place under the patronage of Munich’s Lord 
Mayor Christian Ude, who is hosting a cocktail 
reception in Munich’s medieval old town hall. 
Other sponsors and partners include the Federal 
Ministry for Environment, Conservation and Nu-
clear Safety, the Federal Environment Agency, the 
GTZ and the Federal Ministry for Economic Co-
operation and Development, the City of Munich, 
the Stadtwerke München, the EEA, the EEB, the 
Deutsche Bahn (German Rail), the Austrian Envi-
ronment Ministry, ENDS Europe Daily, the 
Deutsche Bank, Macquarie Law School, Vermont 
Law School, the BEE (German Renewable En-
ergy Association), Greenpeace Energy, 
Unternehmensgrün, HIPP, ZMM Zeitmanager 
München, Management Angels, Rotary Interna-
tional Nyphmenburg, the OECD, and the Ethik-
bank. 
If you or your organisation are interested in be-
coming a conference sponsor or partner, please 
contact Green Budget Germany at:  
mailto:foes@foes.de or make an online donation: 
http://www.foes.de/de/spenden.html 
Conference flyer online: 
http://www.worldecotax.org/downloads/info/GCET-
08_Brochure.pdf 
The conference website provides detailed infor-
mation on all aspects of the conference: 
http://www.worldecotax.org/home.html 

http://www.worldecotax.org/downloads/info/GCET-08_Program.pdf
mailto:foes@foes.de
http://www.foes.de/de/spenden.html
http://www.worldecotax.org/downloads/info/GCET-08_Brochure.pdf
http://www.worldecotax.org/home.html
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München- 
Nymphenburg 
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3. ECOLOGICAL TAX REFORM 

EU: Commission launches debate on fur-
ther use of market-based instruments 

[European Comission press release, March 28th 
2007] Right after the successful Spring European 
Council that set very ambitious goals in the area 
of energy and climate change, the European 
Commission adopted a Green Paper on the use of 
market-based instruments for environment and 
energy-related policy purposes. Since market-
based instruments have proven to be a cost-
effective means of achieving policy goals, the pa-
per aims to stimulate a broad public debate on 
how taxes, tradable emissions rights and other 
market-based instruments can be used more 
widely and effectively for environmental and en-
ergy policy purposes at Community and national 
level. This Green Paper is a joint project by 
Commissioners Dimas and Kovács, in association 
with Commissioners Barrot and Piebalgs.  
Environment Commissioner Stavros Dimas said: 
“Market-based instruments such as emissions 
trading, environmental taxes and targeted subsi-
dies harness the power of market forces to protect 
the environment. This more flexible and cost-
effective approach has proved its value but it is 
still underutilised. In launching this Green Paper 
our goal is to promote the use of market-based in-
struments whenever they are appropriate to the 
circumstances so that Europe's environment is 
protected most effectively.” 
László Kovács, the Commissioner responsible for 
Taxation and Customs Union said: “Fiscal poli-
cies will have an important role to play in the de-
livery of the ambitious objectives endorsed by the 
last European Council." He added: "Taxation 
should in the first place discourage what is unde-
sirable rewarding at the same time all sorts of 
positive behaviour, being it energy savings or en-
vironment-friendly activities. Tax revenues can 
then be used to favour economy-friendly activi-
ties, such as innovation or jobs.” 
The Green Paper covers a wide range of areas 
where market-based instruments (mainly taxes, 
emissions trading rights) can be further promoted, 
in particular in energy use, transport's impact on 
the environment and in other specific areas of en-
vironmental policy such as sustainable manage-
ment of water, waste management, protection of 

biodiversity and reduction of air pollution. 
In particular it focuses on possible ways forward 
to make the Energy Taxation Directive more di-
rectly supportive of the Community's energy and 
environmental objectives.  
The Green Paper also suggests the creation of a 
new forum that could encourage and facilitate ex-
changes of experience and best practice between 
Member States on the use of market-based in-
struments and co-ordination of national ap-
proaches as well as national experiences with En-
vironmental Tax Reforms. 
The Green Paper concludes that there should be 
an increased use of market-based instruments to 
achieve environmental and other policy objec-
tives, both at Community and national levels. The 
Commission is inviting reactions to the Green Pa-
per from other EU institutions, Member States, all 
stakeholders and the public. It will decide on ap-
propriate follow-up in the light of the responses 
received.  
In particular, the Commission intends to take the 
reactions on the Green Paper for the upcoming re-
view of the Energy Taxation Directive.  
More intensive use of market-based instruments is 
advocated in the Sixth Environmental Action Pro-
gramme (6EAP) and in the EU Sustainable De-
velopment Strategy. By influencing prices 
(through taxation or incentives), or setting abso-
lute quantities (emission trading), or quantities per 
unit of output, market-based instruments implic-
itly acknowledge that firms differ from each other 
and therefore provide flexibility that can substan-
tially reduce the costs of achieving given policy 
objectives. 
At EU level, several market-based instruments 
with an environmental or energy motivation have 
already been introduced, including the EU Emis-
sions Trading Scheme for greenhouse gas emis-
sions, the Energy Taxation Directive and, in the 
field of transport, the Eurovignette Directive. More-
over Member States also use market-based in-
struments for environmental purposes at national 
level to a greater or lesser degree. 
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?referenc
e=IP/07/430 
Further information on the green paper as well as 
its technical annex can be found at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/index_en.htm 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/index_en.htm 
The paper on market based instruments can be on 
the following website: 

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/07/430
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/index_en.htm
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http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?referenc
e=IP/07/430 
EEB:  
http://www.eeb.org/press/280307_environmental_fisca
l_instruments_paper_too_timid.html 

Brussels Tax Forum 
[Euractiv.com, June 22nd 2007] On 28th March 
2007 the European Commission presented ideas 
for “green taxes” to save energy and cut green-
house-gas emissions. It says an ecological tax re-
form which could increase the bloc’s competitive-
ness by shifting the burden away from labour 
taxes. 
EU heads of state and government, meeting in 
Brussels on 8-9 March 2007, committed to reduc-
ing European CO2 emissions by 20 percent by 
2020 compared with 1990 levels – a bold promise, 
when one considers that Europe is already strug-
gling to meet its current target, under the Kyoto 
Protocol, of cutting these emissions by 8 percent 
by 2012. 
Currently, the EU's principal tool to reduce emis-
sions is its carbon trading scheme, but the EU will 
have to find new ways to discourage pollution if it 
is to reach its ambitious goal. Taxation could pro-
vide an answer as it can be used to move produc-
ers and consumers away from non-
environmentally friendly goods.  
Already, Europe has set minimum fuel tax rates 
that are considerably higher than in the United 
States, making fuel at the pump more expensive 
and inducing car manufacturers in the EU to pro-
duce vehicles that are on average 30 percent more 
fuel- efficient than in the US.  
However, many member states, including the UK, 
Ireland and many of the central and eastern Euro-
pean countries, remain reluctant to give up their 
sovereignty in the field of taxation – and any 
move at EU level would require unanimity-
backing from all 27 EU nations.  
Policymakers, experts and stakeholders came to-
gether on 19-20 March 2007 at the Brussels Tax 
Forum in order to discuss ideas on taxation for 
sustainable development.  
Despite member states' resistance to imposing 
common taxes at EU level, the Commission and 
the German Presidency are looking to get all 27 
nations on board by convincing them that such a 
move is essential to the fight against climate 
change.  
The global warming argument has worked in the 

past. In 2005, the idea of a common European en-
ergy policy was practically unheard of. But, by 
putting the main focus on the need for Europe to 
take the global lead on climate change – and with 
a little help from Russia in stressing the need for 
Europe to secure its energy supplies – the EU ac-
quired a strategy for a new 'common energy pol-
icy' in less than two years.  
The Commission now hopes it can convince 
member states to introduce ecological taxation – a 
move already made by Germany back in 1999 –
 and it has already made a start, proposing that 
minimum duties on commercial diesel fuel be 
raised in order to stop trucks adding to pollution 
by taking detours to fill up their tanks in the 
cheapest countries.  
Carmakers are also calling for a harmonised EU 
tax system; based on cars' CO2 emissions, which 
they say could tempt consumers to buy greener 
vehicles, lowering car-fleet average emissions by 
5 percent.  
Tax Commissioner László Kovács said that taxes 
had the capacity to steer the bloc's 500 million 
consumers toward a more efficient use of re-
sources, while at the same time recycling the 
revenues back into the economy.  
He added that there is a real scope for action in 
this field: “The tax that the public is most inclined 
to pay is environmental taxes, because they do 
understand that what is at stake is the future of 
mankind…Even governments are inclined to give 
preference to taxing pollution and consumption 
because to lower the tax on labour would certainly 
result in a higher level of competitiveness.” 
German Finance Minister Peer Steinbruck said: 
“The Commission needs to look at tax issues over 
the whole of the EU,” adding that work on har-
monising energy taxes across the EU should be 
accelerated. “We think it's possible to create jobs 
and protect the environment,” he said.  
“The political stage and citizens…are more and 
more confronted to the consequences of the 
changing climate and of environmental pollution. 
So, I think the understanding and the willingness 
to pay for it increased. And in the meantime, a lot 
of our industries made the experience that to offer 
highly technology-oriented projects and proce-
dures is a factor of higher competitiveness,” 
he said.  
“Market-based instruments are the most direct and 
simplest way to make the polluter 
pay,” Environment Commissioner Stavros Dimas 

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/07/430
http://www.eeb.org/press/280307_environmental_fiscal_instruments_paper_too_timid.html
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said, adding “There is a logic for action at EU 
level.” 
Jacqueline McGlade, executive director of the 
European Environment Agency (EEA) said: “Eco-
logical Tax Reform can help us to realign a Euro-
pean economy that is still characterised by an in-
sufficient use of labour resources and an excessive 
use of natural resources.” 
Business has cautioned that higher taxes could 
damage the European economy's ability to com-
pete on the global market.  
The following links refer to the official pro-
gramme and press articles: 
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?referenc
e=IP/07/318&format=HTML&aged=0&language=en&
guiLanguage=en 
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/kovacs/taxforu
m/introduction_en.htm 
http://www.euractiv.com/en/climate-change/eu-seeks-
fight-climate-change-taxes/article-162583 
http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUS
L1958084220070319?sp=true 

Carbon-energy taxation contributed to 
economic growth 

[National Environmental Research Institute, Uni-
versity of Aarhus, Mikael Skou Andersen, 19th 
March 2007] When taxes are introduced on en-
ergy and CO2 emissions, and the income is used to 
reduce other taxes, a positive effect is achieved 
both for the environment and for the economy. 
Economists from Cambridge Econometrics have, 
in an EU research project coordinated by the Na-
tional Environmental Research Institute, Universi-
ty of Aarhus, shown that the ’double dividend’ 
theory can no longer be rejected in practice. In fi-
ve EU countries, CO2 and energy taxation over the 
last 17 years has made a small but positive contri-
bution to economic growth of up to 0.5 per cent, 
at the same time as CO2 emissions have been re-
duced. 
Taxes on energy and CO2 emissions from fossil 
fuels can be an effective tool in addressing the 
climate problem, and without negative effects for 
a country’s competitiveness – that is so long as 
the taxes do not simply go into the public purse, 
but are used to reduce other distortionary taxes 
and charges. This is the conclusion of the largest 
to date international study of the effects of CO2 
and energy taxation in European economies. The 
results of the study are being presented at a work-
shop for specialists following the Sustainable Ta-

xation conference in the EU Commission’s head-
quarters in Brussels , 19-20 March. 
EUR 25 billion a year 
The theory that a ’double dividend’, meaning a 
positive effect both for the environment and for 
the economy, can arise from environmental taxa-
tion was put forward by the late professor in envi-
ronmental economics, David Pearce, London, in 
1990. 17 years ago, Finland was the first country 
to introduce taxes on CO2. Later, Sweden, Den-
mark, Holland, Germany and UK followed suit 
with tax reforms that shifted taxation from labour 
to pollution. Over the years, CO2 and energy taxes 
have gradually been raised, so that taxes of more 
than EUR 25 billion a year have been shifted. 
Where economic models are usually used to pro-
duce forecasts and projections, in this research 
project the economists have been able to work 
with historic data. The research team consists of 
partners from five countries and is coordinated by 
the National Environmental Institute (NERI), U-
niversity of Aarhus. We have spent two years col-
lecting and processing detailed data for energy u-
se, tax payments, energy prices, fuel choice and 
CO2 emissions. The large amount of data has been 
processed in the empirical time-series estimated, 
disaggregated econometric Energy-Environment-
Economy model for Europe (E3ME), developed 
by Cambridge Econometrics. It is one of the most 
detailed and realistic in the world when it comes 
to the analysis of the energy sector and trade bet-
ween EU Member States. Using advanced 
econometric techniques, the effects of CO2 and 
energy taxation have been separated out from the 
underlying trends. 
Replacing taxation on labour with that on carbon-
energy has resulted in economic growth 
The analysis shows that, even though the taxes 
implemented have been relatively modest, they 
have, in the countries examined, contributed to a 
reduction in the emissions of greenhouse gases of 
between 1.5 and 6 per cent, in 2004. In 2012, at 
which point Kyoto targets should be met, the ef-
fect will comprise a contribution to the reduction 
of up to 7 per cent below the outcome without the 
tax reform. From an economic perspective, the tax 
reform has on the whole produced a modest but 
significant, positive effect on economic growth. 
There are sectors which lose under the reform, but 
there are also others which gain, and overall there 
has been an economic advantage for five of the 
six countries studied. In UK the reform has been 

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/07/318&format=HTML&aged=0&language=en&guiLanguage=en
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/kovacs/taxforum/introduction_en.htm
http://www.euractiv.com/en/climate-change/eu-seeksfight-climate-change-taxes/article-162583
http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUSL1958084220070319?sp=true
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neutral, but here the scale of the tax rates levied 
has been modest and it is also the most recent en-
vironmental tax reform. The positive contribution 
to economic growth arises because carbon-energy 
taxation leads to more efficient use of energy 
while at the same time wage costs are lowered. It 
also leads to improved competitiveness for ener-
gy-efficient businesses and for the development of 
new products which also can be exported. Taxati-
on of petrol shifts demand to other products and 
products of a more domestic nature. 
The analyses point, moreover, to a difference in 
outcomes according to whether it is the energy 
price which is increased or the energy tax. First 
and foremost this is due to the fact that the reve-
nue from a tax remains in the public purse and can 
be used to lower other taxes. Furthermore do-
mestic taxes do not affect the prices of imported 
raw materials and intermediate goods. This is an 
important result for the discussion amongst policy 
makers on how use of taxes as an instrument in 
climate policy can be combined without adverse 
effects on competitiveness. The effect of green tax 
reform (ETR) on economic growth. The effect is 
measured as the difference between the baseline 
and the reference case. Slovenia has not intro-
duced green tax reform, but has adjusted energy 
taxes in the industrial sector according to CO2-
content. Source: Cambridge Econometrics. 
Special arrangements are not emphasised 
Simply obtaining an overview of the actual tax ra-
tes and the many exemptions for energy-intensive 
industries has presented a difficult task. Countries 
do not make a point of emphasising the special ar-
rangements which are to be found. Also energy 
prices normally differ for large users in relation to 
those for small companies. With a database which 
contains sector-specific energy prices and taxes, 
we have created an improved basis for future ana-
lyses. The Energy Tax Directive will be reviewed 
in 2007. Not least in light of expected climate 
changes and the EU’s ambition, as expressed at 
the March 2007 Summit, to reduce the emissions 
of greenhouse gases by 20-30 per cent by 2020, 
greater attention is expected to be focused on en-
ergy taxation. 
The research is part of an EU research project un-
der the ‘Scientific Support to Policies’ initiative of 
the EU’s 6th Framework. 
http://www.dmu.dk/International/News/CO2tax.htm 
www.dmu.dk/COMETR 

Switzerland to introduce CO2 tax 
[pointcarbon.com, July 2nd 2007] Switzerland will 
introduce a carbon dioxide tax on heating and 
process fuels and a domestic emissions trading 
scheme from 2008 in a bid to meet its interna-
tional obligations to cut greenhouse gas emis-
sions, the government announced last week. Un-
der the Kyoto Protocol, Switzerland is obliged to 
cut greenhouse gas emissions 8 per cent under 
1990 levels from 2008 through 2012, but emis-
sions are currently around 1990 levels. 
The government will apply the tax to all imported 
heating and process fuels and will be levied at the 
rate of 8.00 per tonne from 2008. The tax will 
double in 2009 if emissions from heating fuel are 
above 90 per cent of 1990 levels, and will rise to 
24.00 per tonne in 2010 if emissions are above 
86.5 per cent of 1990 levels. 
The revenue will be reallocated to the public and 
the economy, focusing on domestic emissions re-
duction measures, such as energy efficiency pro-
grammes, which should bring about technological 
adaptation and stimulate innovation, the govern-
ment said. 
The tax will be the basis of a domestic cap-and-
trade scheme, which, according to a government 
official will also be implemented in 2008. Accord-
ing to the Swiss CO2 law, companies can accept 
binding reduction targets in a domestic trading 
scheme instead of paying the tax. The government 
said it has already agreed with about 600 compa-
nies on emissions caps for the 2008-2012 period. 
The scheme will cover 4-5 million tonnes of car-
bon dioxide, about 10-15 per cent of Switzer-
land’s total emissions. The sectors included in the 
Swiss system will be similar to those in the EU 
ETS, although the share of electricity production 
will be limited, as hydro and nuclear energy 
dominate in Switzerland’s energy mix. 
The allocation of certificates will be free of 
charge. In case of non-compliance, companies 
will have to pay the CO2 tax retroactively for each 
tonne of CO2 emitted. Companies will have also 
the possibility to use JI or CDM credits for com-
pliance reasons but the amount will be limited to 8 
per cent of the company’s reduction obligation. 
Switzerland aims at linking its national system 
with the EU ETS. An official with the ministry of 
environment told Point Carbon that there are in-
formal talks on a technical level with the Euro-
pean commission, but official negotiations haven’t 

http://www.dmu.dk/International/News/CO2tax.htm
http://www.dmu.dk/COMETR
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yet started. The timing of the linking remains 
open, he added. 
For more information: In 2005 Green Budget 
Germany, in cooperation with WWF and Green-
peace Switzerland, made a study about the poten-
tial of a Swiss CO2 tax: 
http://www.foes.de/de/schweizstudie2005.php 

Canada: Steep carbon tax could actually 
stimulate economy: report 

[Mike De Souza, CanWest News Service, June 
20th 2007] It was denounced by Environment 
Minister John Baird as “the mother of all taxes,” 
but a new report for the federal government says a 
$50-per-tonne carbon tax to reduce greenhouse 
gas pollution would do little harm to the Canadian 
economy. 
The study – titled "Cost Curves for Greenhouse 
Gas Emission Reduction in Canada: The Kyoto 
Period and Beyond" – was submitted to the gov-
ernment in January. Green party Leader Elizabeth 
May said it proves the Conservatives knew the top 
experts were urging them to accept her proposal 
of a $50-per-tonne carbon tax as the most effec-
tive tool to fight global warming. 
http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/financialpost/stor
y.html?id=249e5ba3-d6e8-4784-8e79-
bd29f83dbfe8&k=84335 

Canada: Majority supports green tax 
[Mike De Souza, CanWest News Service, April 2nd 
2007] More than three-quarters of Canadians be-
lieve the country's environmental regulations are 
too weak, and nearly 60 per cent would support a 
green tax on consumer and industrial products to 
crack down on pollution, a new government study 
has concluded. 
The statistics, from an Environment Canada poll, 
come as the minority Conservative government 
faces off with opposition parties over whether to 
strengthen legislation on air pollution and climate 
change that was tabled last fall. 
The newly released survey of 2,000 Canadians 
was published in February, and found that 31 per 
cent of Canadians strongly favoured a new tax, 
and 27 per cent were somewhat in favour, for a to-
tal of 58 per cent. 
Overall, 76 per cent of respondents said they be-
lieved current environmental regulations weren't 
strong enough. In specific sectors, 52 per cent 
were concerned about food product regulations, 

and 51 per cent were worried about environmental 
standards for consumer products. 
The Conservatives have stood behind their origi-
nal plan from the fall for mandatory regulations to 
crack down on industrial pollution. But the oppo-
sition parties have argued the plan doesn't require 
any absolute reductions in emissions for about 15 
years, and they've used their majority on a special 
Commons committee to add tougher targets to the 
government's legislation, along with new penalties 
or fines for companies that don't comply. 
Environment Minister John Baird has said the op-
position measures are part of a Liberal carbon tax 
proposal that wouldn't work. 
“There's no requirement under (Liberal Leader) 
Stephane Dion's plan for anyone to ever reduce a 
single megatonne of greenhouse gases,” Baird 
said last week. 
“It's not a compliance mechanism that the Liberals 
voted for and support, and we think it's the wrong 
way to go. We're going to come forward with 
some additional measures that will get the job 
done for Canadians that will strike the right bal-
ance and demonstrate real leadership in this coun-
try, and Canadians will be able to see that action 
versus Liberal talk.” 
But only one in five respondents to the survey, 
which was conducted in December, said the fed-
eral government was doing a good (19 per cent) or 
excellent (three per cent) job at preventing or con-
trolling pollution. Seventy-four per cent said the 
government's performance was either fair (39 per 
cent) or poor (35 per cent). The survey is consid-
ered accurate within 2.2 percentage points, 19 
times out of 20. 

US: Carbon Taxes Versus  
Carbon Markets 

[Ronald Bailey, reason, May 24th 2007] Policy-
makers and businesses are now trying to figure 
out the best way to limit the emissions of green-
house gases, especially carbon dioxide, which is 
produced by burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil, 
and natural gas. Why impose limits? Because ac-
cumulating scientific evidence indicates that the 
increased concentration of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere is causing average temperatures to 
rise globally. This increase could trigger signifi-
cant disruption of the world’s climate by the end 
of this century. Although there remain serious un-
certainties about the magnitude of the human role 

http://www.foes.de/de/schweizstudie2005.php
http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/financialpost/story.html?id=249e5ba3-d6e8-4784-8e79-bd29f83dbfe8&k=84335
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in climate change, there is a growing consensus 
that emissions need to be reduced. 
The battle now is over how. The two leading ap-
proaches are carbon markets and carbon taxes. 
Surprisingly, a great many free marketeers favor 
higher taxes on carbon-emitting fossil fuels over a 
cap-and-trade carbon market, including former 
Federal Reserve chairmen Paul Volcker and Alan 
Greenspan, former chairman of President Bush’s 
Council of Economic Advisers Gregory Mankiw, 
and former Duke Energy CEO Paul Anderson. A 
Wall Street Journal Survey in February 2007 
found that 54 percent of economists favor a car-
bon tax over all other approaches. 
Earlier this year, ExxonMobil laid out a set of 
principles for reducing carbon emissions, includ-
ing maximizing the use of markets, ensuring a 
uniform and predictable cost of carbon across the 
economy, minimizing complexity to reduce ad-
ministrative costs, and providing transparency to 
companies and consumers. ExxonMobil’s vice 
president for public affairs, Ken Cohen, noted in a 
conference call with environmental and energy 
bloggers in January, “Most economists who have 
looked at this issue would come away saying a 
carbon tax makes the most sense. It’s the most ef-
ficient policy. The most sector-neutral. It doesn’t 
favor or disfavor one part of the economy over 
another.” Cohen added, “We do look seriously at 
carbon tax proposals, but…the devil is in the de-
tails.” 
While carbon taxes are preferred by many policy 
analysts, proposals for carbon markets dominate 
Capitol Hill. For example, Senator John McCain, 
one of the leading Republican candidates for 
president, said in February that “any responsible 
climate change measure must have rational, man-
datory emission reduction targets and timetables,” 
and it “must utilize a market-based, economy 
wide ‘cap-and-trade’ system.” McCain is a co-
sponsor, with Senator Joe Lieberman, of the 
Climate Stewardship Act, which would establish a 
nationwide limit on greenhouse gas emissions and 
then issue permits to emit greenhouse gases. The 
McCain-Lieberman bill ambitiously aims to cut 
greenhouse gas emissions by almost 60 percent 
below what they would otherwise have been in 
2030. Companies that have low emissions could 
sell their emissions rights to companies that find it 
expensive to reduce their own emissions. 
Business leaders see the policy handwriting on the 
wall and are rushing to help shape the emerging 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions regulatory 
scheme to their own best advantage. A govern-
ment-created market in emissions permits would 
be particularly responsive to this kind of games-
manship. In January, the U.S. Climate Action 
Partnership, consisting of ten big companies with 
a total market capitalization of $750 billion, in-
cluding DuPont, Alcoa, General Electric, and BP 
America, issued a “blueprint for a mandatory 
economy-wide, market-driven approach to climate 
protection.” 
Also in January, the Electric Power Supply Asso-
ciation, the lobby group that represents competi-
tive power suppliers that account for 40 percent of 
the generating capacity of the U.S., acknowledged 
that “regulatory and legislative processes are mov-
ing forward seriously and with speed.” In Febru-
ary, the power-industry lobby group, the Edison 
Electric Institute, came out in favor of “federal ac-
tion or legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions that...involves all sectors of the economy, 
and all sources of GHG.” 
Cap-and-trade schemes for reducing pollutants 
have a lot going for them. First, many businesses 
favor them. Second, we already have an American 
example of a similar market that works. Third, 
carbon markets are accepted under international 
treaties and already exist abroad. Fourth, most en-
vironmental groups like cap-and-trade systems 
because they set firm limits on actual emissions. 
And, fifth, in theory at least, the flexibility of car-
bon markets enables businesses to figure out the 
least expensive way to reduce overall emissions. 
The United States currently maintains a robust 
cap-and-trade market in sulfur dioxide permits 
which advocates of a GHG market hold up as a 
shining example. Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is emitted 
by power producers when they burn coal that con-
tains sulfur. Since SO2 is noxious to breathe and 
contributes to acid rain, Congress in 1990 enacted 
legislation requiring emissions from electric utili-
ties to be reduced to 8.95 million tons by 2010 
(emissions were 17.5 million tons in 1980). Each 
year, the Environmental Protection Agency issues 
permits that allow a smaller and smaller amount 
of SO2 emissions. 
So far, those emissions are down to about 10.5 
million tons annually. According to one estimate 
by the EPA, by 2010, the annual cost of the reduc-
tions to electric utility companies, their customers, 
and shareholders will be about $3 billion, while 
the annual benefits – including lower mortality 
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and fewer hospital admissions from respiratory 
illnesses; improved visibility; cleaner soil, lakes, 
and streams; and reduced damage to buildings – 
will exceed $100 billion. Even if these figures are 
exaggerated, the SO2 cap-and-trade system ap-
pears to be a major success. 
The American SO2 market served as the model for 
the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme 
(ETS), established two years ago to meet the EU’s 
commitment to reduce GHG emissions under the 
Kyoto Protocol. Countries set a limit on how 
much carbon dioxide businesses and participating 
enterprises will emit and then allocate permits to 
them. The permits can be bought and sold on an 
open market. Manufacturers, for example, that can 
cheaply abate their emissions will have some 
permits left over. The cheap abaters can then sell 
their extra permits to other emitters that find it 
more expensive to reduce emission. In this way, a 
market in pollution permits finds the cheapest way 
to cut emissions. “Innovators can invest in tech-
nology to produce and sell excess credits,” said 
Jonathan Lash of the World Resources Institute 
(WRI). “Cap-and-trade creates a market that 
chooses the best options.” 
From the point of view of environmental activists, 
the greatest strength of a carbon market is that it 
sets an overall specific limit on carbon emissions. 
As Craig Hanson, deputy director of the People 
and Ecosystems program at WRI, notes, “What 
the environment cares about is the amount of 
emissions and the concentration of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere. Setting limits on emis-
sions is a policy that addresses that problem di-
rectly.” Matthias Duwe, the director of the Cli-
mate Action Network in Europe, explained his 
group’s support for carbon markets by saying, 
“Environmental effectiveness is what counts. 
What we want is absolute reductions in emissions. 
Sending signals to business is secondary.” 
Despite this enthusiasm, after more than two years 
of operation, the EU’s carbon trading market is 
not working. The ETS covers the output of about 
12,000 big emitters, whose CO2 amounts to 
roughly half of the European Union’s total emis-
sions. While the EU’s 25 governments individu-
ally determine the number of permits they will is-
sue, the ETS system directs the handing out of al-
lowances, based on historical emissions, for each 
factory or other enterprise. Initially, allowances to 
emit CO2 traded for around 10 euros per ton. A 
year later, the price for allowances had risen to 30 

euros per ton. At that price the market was being 
widely hailed a success, as higher prices would be 
an incentive for companies to work seriously at 
cutting their emissions. Then, in May 2006, an 
audit showed that several EU governments had is-
sued permits for 66 million tons more CO2 than 
was actually being emitted. Everyone realized that 
the supply of permits was not scarce, so the price 
of carbon promptly collapsed to less than 9 euros 
per ton. By February 2007, an allowance to emit a 
ton of CO2 could be had for less than a euro. 
The woes of the EU’s carbon market are not over. 
In October 2006, all of the European Union coun-
tries forwarded their proposed National Allocation 
Plans for carbon dioxide emissions to the Euro-
pean Commission. It turns out that all of the coun-
tries, except the U.K., allocated permits for emis-
sions that averaged about 15 percent above actual 
current levels. The EU’s environment commis-
sioner, Stavros Dimas, warned: “If member states 
put more allowances into the market than are 
needed to cover real emissions, the scheme will 
become pointless, and it will be difficult to meet 
our Kyoto targets.” In other words, if there is no 
scarcity of carbon permits, then the permits are 
worthless, and there is no carbon market. 
Many commentators argue that the last two years 
of turmoil are just the shakeout phase of a carbon 
market that will soon be robust. But the travails of 
the ETS highlight the fact that governments have 
every incentive to cheat. If they issue enough 
permits, their electricity companies will be able to 
generate power without adding to their costs—or 
the costs of their customers. And low energy costs 
give a nation’s businesses a competitive advan-
tage over businesses in other countries. 
Is there an objective, scientific way to allocate 
emissions permits? Not really. The process is in-
herently political. Chuck Chakravarthy and John 
Rhoads, energy consultants for Accenture, are 
blunt in a January article in Public Utilities Fort-
nightly. “Early winners will be the companies best 
able to shape regulations,” they warn. They urge 
utility executives to lobby now for emission allo-
cations that will position them “for maximum 
economic value as compared with competitors.” 
There’s a huge amount of money at stake. At the 
height of the EU carbon market, for example, the 
allowances were worth about $50 billion. 
Under most of the trading schemes proposed on 
Capitol Hill, the federal government will be hand-
ing out a valuable asset – tradable permits – to 
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firms for free, as is currently done with the suc-
cessful sulfur emission permits. The U.S. Climate 
Action Partnership (USCAP) agrees that a signifi-
cant portion of allowances should be “initially dis-
tributed free to capped entities.” Last year, Wil-
liam Fang, deputy general counsel and climate di-
rector for the Edison Electric Institute, came out 
strongly for free permits in his congressional tes-
timony. 
And who can blame businesses for wanting the 
federal government to allocate them free permits? 
A 2003 analysis from the Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) estimated that initial allowances 
could be worth $100 billion annually. Granting al-
lowances will be a substantial financial windfall 
to many companies. Windfalls from allowance al-
locations are an issue in Europe. Before the mar-
ket collapse in April 2006, the consultancy IPA 
Energy estimated that permits granted to British 
and German utilities fattened their bottom lines by 
1 billion euros and 6 to 8 billion euros respec-
tively. 
One way to correct for this be the cap-and-auction 
method. Auctioning permits is very much like im-
posing a carbon tax. In this case, the government 
sets an overall emissions limit and emitters have 
to buy allowances from the government every 
year. The chief difference between a cap-and-
auction scheme and a carbon tax is that the price 
of the allowances will vary from year to year. The 
CBO calculated the income effects of a 15 percent 
cut in carbon emissions: the average household in 
the lowest one-fifth of income earners would pay 
about $560 per year more and households in the 
highest quintile would pay $1,800 per year; how-
ever, $560 represents 3.3 percent of the average 
income of households in the lowest fifth, while 
$1,800 is just 1.7 percent of income for house-
holds in the top fifth. 
If the federal government were to return all of the 
net auction revenues as an equal lump sum rebate 
to every household, it would more than fully off-
set the burden that increased prices would impose 
on the lower two income quintiles. Their house-
hold incomes would rise by $310 and $140 re-
spectively. However, none of the cap-and-trade 
proposals on Capitol Hill incorporate this kind of 
comprehensive compensation. Instead, any auc-
tion revenues would be dispensed by Congress in 
the form of R&D energy subsidies. 
Like permits, there’s a lot of promise – and poten-
tial for abuse – in the idea of transnational “off-

sets.” These are arrangements in which, for exam-
ple, an emitter in a rich country could earn emis-
sion permits by installing technology that pro-
duces lower levels of GHG for an inefficient emit-
ter in a poor country. Everyone wins, right? Un-
fortunately, experience shows that such offsets are 
often phony. For example, The New York Times 
reported that in one recent offset deal, emitters in 
Europe paid a Chinese chemical company $500 
million to abate its emissions of the potent green-
house waste gas trifluoromethane, also called 
HFC-23, which, molecule for molecule, has a 
warming effect almost 12,000 greater than CO2. 
The cost of an incinerator to burn up the gas? 
Only $5 million. The Chinese company (and gov-
ernment) got a windfall of $495 million, and the 
European companies gained abundant allowances 
to emit CO2, when protecting the atmosphere 
could have been done a lot more cheaply. Cur-
rently, two-thirds of the payments for such inter-
national offset projects are going to abate HFC-
23. 
The other option is to tax all kinds of carbon at the 
wholesale stage, as far upstream as possible. Utili-
ties and refiners who take raw coal and oil as in-
puts would pay a tax on these fuels. The extra cost 
would get passed downstream to all subsequent 
consumers. Like prices for permits set in carbon 
markets, carbon taxes would encourage conserva-
tion and innovation. Since the tax is levied on how 
much carbon a fuel contains, it would make fuels 
like coal less attractive compared with low-carbon 
fuels like natural gas or even renewable energy 
like solar and wind power. 
Carbon taxes also avoid the baseline quandary 
that bedevils carbon markets. For example, signa-
tories to the Kyoto Protocol are supposed to cut 
their emissions of greenhouse gases by 7 percent 
below what they emitted in 1990. Why? That goal 
has no relationship to any specific environmental 
policy objective. In fact, achieving the cuts speci-
fied by the Kyoto Protocol goals would reduce 
projected average global temperatures by only 
about 0.07 degrees Celsius by 2050. And, as the 
stalled international negotiations about what to do 
after the Kyoto Protocol expires in 2012 show, it 
is very difficult to set new baselines. Also, where 
should baselines be established for rapidly grow-
ing economies like China and India, whose energy 
use and emissions are expected to more than dou-
ble by 2030? Under the Kyoto Protocol, the natu-
ral baseline is what emissions would be without 
any restraints. However, calculating or predicting 
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what a country’s emissions will be 20 to 30 years 
in the future is impossible to do with accuracy. 
Under a pollution tax scheme, says William 
Nordhaus, the Yale economist who has been the 
leading advocate of this approach, “The natural 
baseline is a zero-carbon-tax level of emissions, 
which is a straightforward calculation for old and 
new countries. Countries’ efforts are then judged 
relative to that baseline.” 
Another advantage is that the tax could be phased 
in to poor countries once average incomes reach a 
certain threshold. For example, carbon taxes 
might start to kick in when national income 
reaches $5,000 per capita, slightly higher than 
China’s current level. More generally, having a 
defined tax rate makes it easy for firms in devel-
oped and developing economies alike to predict 
the future impact of climate policy on their bottom 
line – something that is considerably harder to do 
when the government is handing out permits 
every year. A tax avoids the messy and conten-
tious process of allocating allowances to countries 
internationally and among companies domesti-
cally. Nordhaus says that carbon markets are 
“much more susceptible to corruption” than are 
tax schemes. “An emissions-trading system cre-
ates valuable tradable assets in the form of trad-
able emissions permits and allocates these to dif-
ferent countries,” writes Nordhaus. “Limiting 
emissions creates a scarcity where none previ-
ously existed and in essence prints money for 
those in control of the permits.” 
A carbon tax also offers less opportunity for cor-
ruption because it does not create artificial scarci-
ties and monopolies. Of course, governments can 
engage in chicanery by dispensing tax breaks and 
subsidies to favored companies and industries. 
But Nordhaus analogizes carbon allowances to 
quotas in international trade and carbon taxes to 
tariffs: overall, it’s been a lot easier to manage tar-
iffs than quotas. The main objections to using car-
bon taxes to limit the emissions of CO2 are that 
such taxes have never been used internationally, 
that they are politically difficult to establish be-
cause consumers and businesses dislike taxes, and 
that they do not establish an actual firm limit on 
emissions.  
Although businesses – especially utilities involved 
in the SO2 market – might initially prefer a carbon 
market, the price stability promised by carbon 
taxes should eventually win most companies over. 
Taxpayers can be brought on board if carbon taxes 

are used, for instance, to reduce their payroll tax 
burdens. “The great political advantage of carbon 
taxes is that they raise large revenues which gov-
ernments can use to reduce other unpopular and 
more distorting taxes, or finance popular spending 
programs,” says Robert Shapiro, who served as 
undersecretary of commerce for economic affairs 
under President Clinton and is now a private con-
sultant. As for establishing precise limits on emis-
sions, taxes can be adjusted over time to achieve 
whatever limits policymakers decide best balance 
the costs of climate change with the benefits of 
economic progress. Nordhaus suggests that the 
optimal carbon tax trajectory, balancing costs and 
benefits, would start with a tax of about $17 per 
ton, rising to $84 in 2050 and $270 in 2100. 
Economist Paul Portney, former president of the 
Resources for the Future think tank and now dean 
of Arizona University’s Eller College of Man-
agement, proposes starting with a $5-per-ton tax 
on carbon and raising it by $5 per ton every other 
year. The first year would raise $9 billion in reve-
nues for the Treasury, rising to $25 billion by 
2010 and $75 billion by 2020. A $25-per-ton car-
bon tax translates into a 5 percent increase in av-
erage electricity rates and a boost of about 6 cents 
per gallon of gasoline.  
As the end of the Bush administration approaches, 
few doubt that the United States will start limiting 
its greenhouse gas emissions after 2008. But what 
that will mean for individual companies, the 
economy as a whole, and ultimately the planet 
remains to be seen. 
http://reason.com/news/show/120381.html 

EU: Environmental Taxation Works! 
Recently the European Environment Agency pub-
lished its 2007 report on transport and its GHG 
emissions 1990-2004. This report clearly shows 
that Germany’s GHG transport emissions have 
grown by only 5 percent – reflecting the great 
success of the eco-tax reform of 1999 of course – 
particularly as the average growth of transport 
emissions in the EU-15 is up by 25 percent. A re-
flection of the need to take action to reduce “tank 
tourism” in Germany’s neighbours, Austria’s 
transport GHG emissions increased by 89 percent 
from 1990 and those of Luxembourg by 156 per-
cent. 
http://reports.eea.europa.eu/eea_report_2007_1/en/eea_
report_1_2007.pdf 

http://reason.com/news/show/120381.html
http://reports.eea.europa.eu/eea_report_2007_1/en/eea_report_1_2007.pdf
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Emission Trading Israel:  
Committee Report on Green Taxes 

Recommendations on fuel and vehicle taxes 
which will internalize the external cost of air pol-
lution have been formulated by a Green Tax 
Committee, established by Israel Tax Authority. 
http://www.environment.gov.il/bin/en.jsp?enPage=e_B
lank-
Page&enDisplay=view&enDispWhat=Object&enDisp
Who=News^l3543&enZone=e_news 

South Africa: Govt ponders green taxes 
[Yolandi Groenewald, Mail&Guardian Online, 
10th June 2007] The government is promoting 
broader discussion on “market-based instruments” 
for “incentivising” or “disincentivising” environ-
mental performance, the department of environ-
mental affairs and tourism said this week. 
This includes looking at the concept of a “Green 
Budget” as mooted by Finance Minister Trevor 
Manuel early during his budget speech. Blessing 
Manale, spokesperson for the department of envi-
ronmental affairs and tourism, said government’s 
tools needed to broaden to “what corporates can 
do voluntarily to minimise their impact on the en-
vironment and yet be able to still exceed a finan-
cial bottom line”. Reports surfaced two weeks ago 
that the department of minerals and energy was 
considering introducing a green tax on sports util-
ity vehicles (SUVs). But the department of miner-
als and energy chief director of clean energy, 
Sandile Tyatya, told the Mail & Guardian that no 
green tax was being considered at the moment to 
end South Africans’ love affair with SUVs. 
“That initiative has to come from the department 
of environmental affairs and tourism as a green 
tax has definite environmental connections,” he 
said. Manale said: “It is also about government 
departments looking into the sector they regulate 
and asking what can I do to make an industry in 
our sector more environmentally responsible and 
it’s about consumers also saying ‘we will buy 
goods and services only from such companies’.” 
He said the discussion about the green budget 
would consider increased allocations for environ-
ment issues to improve compliance, enforcement 
and monitoring. The green budget would be able 
to set user fees, levies and administrative fees. 
“Fiscal incentives” to improve environmental out-
comes also will be looked at in the green budget, 
Manale said. But green taxes would have to be in-
vestigated properly, he said. Manale said no spe-

cific taxes – such as taxing the use of SUVs – 
were under consideration. “Government will have 
to broadly consider such a tax and other instru-
ments ... which may have both pros and cons on 
issues like attracting big investments by compa-
nies which strongly support corporate environ-
mental responsibility.”  
He said areas where green taxes could be investi-
gated included energy efficiency, water use, waste 
disposal, air quality impact, soil usage and the im-
pact on biodiversity. Two weeks ago the depart-
ment of minerals and energy’s director of energy 
efficiency, Elsa du Toit, told a media briefing her 
department would approach the treasury to intro-
duce green levies on fuel-guzzling cars. Environ-
mentalists welcomed the idea of a green tax, while 
economists were less enthusiastic. Du Toit said 
“market forces” were not having the desired effect 
and that punitive measures would have to be in-
vestigated to get consumers to become more en-
ergy efficient. “Experiences worldwide have 
shown that the only way to enforce changes in be-
haviour is through punitive measures,” she said, 
adding that she was outraged when she heard the 
Hummer was coming to South Africa. 
But Tyatya said the department was trying to en-
courage people to become more energy efficient 
through publicity campaigns in which consumers 
received tips on what cars to drive and how to in-
crease their mileage. He urged South Africans to 
switch to smaller cars. Statistics show that large 
SUVs consume up to twice as much fuel as 
hatchbacks, with SUVs’ energy efficiency at only 
25 percent compared with 33 percent for 
hatchbacks. Carbon dioxide emissions of SUVs 
approach 9 000kg, compared with 4 500kg for 
lighter cars. South Africa has one of the worst en-
ergy efficiency records in the world. A Worldwide 
Fund for Nature trade and investor adviser, Peet 
du Plooy, says South Africa’s economy is five to 
10 times less carbon-efficient than the United 
States, United Kingdom or Japan. 
But Tyatya believes that South Africa is getting 
better and that the communication of good prac-
tices is working. He said the department of miner-
als and energy wants to cut consumption patterns 
by 12 percent before 2015. This includes a 15 per-
cent reduction in energy consumption in the in-
dustrial, mining and power generation sectors and 
a 9 percent decrease in the transport sector. Du 
Plooy, who welcomes the idea of a green tax, said 
South Africa’s carbon dioxide production doubled 
between 1980 and 2004. 

http://www.environment.gov.il/bin/en.jsp?enPage=e_Blank-Page&enDisplay=view&enDispWhat=Object&enDispWho=News^l3543&enZone=e_news
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4. EMISSION TRADING 

Press Release by Green Budget Germany 
and Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung:  

Auctioning of  
emission trading certificates 

[GBG press release, May 12th 2007] On 11th and 
12th May Green Budget Germany and the 
Heinrich-Böll Foundation, with support of 
Deutsche Bank Research, held a conference on 
European emission trading. Economics, politi-
cians and environmental organisations were all 
agreed in their calls for the reform of the existing 
emission trading regulations for greater environ-
mental protection. 
For the first time, politicians of all parties agreed 
in principle to auction 10 percent of emission cer-
tificates. The aim is to raise the share of certifi-
cates auctioned to 100 percent by 2012. Also, the 
total number of certificates sold to industry will be 
reduced in order to reach the goals set by the 
Kyoto Protocol (which demands a reduction of 8 
percent of carbon emissions by 2012). 
The German consensus will hopefully be per-
ceived as a strong political signal to the European 
Commission to permit the complete auctioning of 
all certificates in Europe. 
Dr. Anselm Görres, President of Green Budget 
Germany, reminded the politicians that it was 
their responsibility to take the required legislative 
steps. He also said that a new ecological finance 
and tax reform is necessary and could have posi-
tive effects on economic growth, employment and 
innovation. According to recent studies, the eco-
logical tax reform has so far led to economic 
growth of 0.5 percent and to the creation of an ad-
ditional 250,000 jobs in Germany. At the same 
time, fuel consumption has dropped by 17 per-
cent, thus rendering the German economy more 
independent from oil imports. 
Aviation taxation is another major issue. Delia 
Villagrasa from the WWF and Sven Harmeling of 
Germanwatch strongly recommended the intro-
duction of a tax on flight tickets, such as that in 
place in the UK or France. An alternative proposal 
by Jörg Haas of the Heinrich-Böll Foundation 
would be to set up a so-called “Sky-Trust”. The 
basic idea of this auctioning system is that the in-
dustry buys the emission certificates from the 
population via a public trust. 

The complete documentation of the conference 
and the conference programme are available (un-
fortunately in German only) on: 
http://www.foes.de/de/Veranstaltung2007.php 

German parliament seals CO2 deal,  
utilities protest 

[Reuters, June 22nd 2007] Germany's Upper 
House of Parliament passed a tough law on carbon 
emission quotas for industry for 2008 through 
2012, drawing criticism from power generating 
firms which fear extra costs. "The law ensures that 
Germany meets its climate protection obliga-
tions," said environment minister Sigmar Gabriel. 
As agreed in a compromise between partners in 
the coalition government, out of Germany's an-
nual allocation of 453 million tonnes of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emission rights, 40 million tonnes 
will now have to be sold each year in 2008-2012. 
Power generators will no longer be handed the 
bulk of certificates for their production for free, 
which utilities E.ON, RWE and Vattenfall Europe 
have said will hamper planned plant investments 
and boost prices. 
The CO2 quotas given to the companies in the 
five-year span was cut by 17 percent compared 
with original plans for the sector while other in-
dustries' quotas were hardly trimmed. 
This reflects the political intentions of the quota 
system to enforce CO2 savings by limiting pollu-
tion rights. The association of German local utili-
ties, VKU, said the decision threatened some of 
the total 6 billion euros ($8.04 billion) worth of 
planned investments in power stations local com-
panies had envisaged up to 2012. 
“The companies will now have to look at whether 
the investments are economically feasible under 
the changed conditions,” said deputy managing 
director Michael Wuebbels. German power indus-
try association VDEW said its members faced 
competitive distortion under national legislation 
when at the same time they had to operate across 
Europe. Utility Vattenfall Europe said the law 
would cost it 600 million euros ($803.9 million) a 
year in additional environmental provisions and 
RWE said it would have to buy an additional 65-
70 million tonnes of CO2 rights each year. 
Environmental organization WWF said in its view 
the decision did not go far enough as new coal 
plants were still possible. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUS
L2285341220070622 

http://www.foes.de/de/Veranstaltung2007.php
http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUSL2285341220070622
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We would like to draw readers’ attention to the 
following report, commissioned by the EU Com-
mission, which attempts to analyse the reasons for 
tendency of industry to overestimate the costs 
they incur as a result of environmental legislation: 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/enveco/ex_post/pdf/co
sts.pdf 

States “ready to cede control  
over EU ETS” 

[ENDS Europe DAILY, May 29th 2007] EU mem-
ber states now think the European commission 
should lead on setting industrial carbon caps from 
the third phase of the EU emission trading 
scheme. The consensus emerged from a meeting 
of the European climate change programme 
(ECCP) in Brussels in May. 
Currently, governments propose their own caps 
through national allocation plans, though the 
commission can overrule them. The disastrous 
over-allocation of allowances in the scheme's first 
phase appears to have convinced member states 
that it would be more efficient if the commission 
proposed caps, based on transparent criteria. 
Sources at the meeting said industry was now 
providing the biggest opposition to a central cap. 
Member states have agreed “in principle” to the 
move, though all except the Netherlands are re-
serving their position until they can see the meth-
odology that would be used to set it. 
The working group is one of several set up under 
the ECCP to develop long term EU climate pol-
icy. Its recommendations will feed into legislative 
proposals to reform the EU ETS later this year. 
Despite member state support centralised cap-
setting is far from certain to happen, one meeting 
participant cautioned. Governments still fear los-
ing their autonomy over emission limits and 
worry that a single methodological template could 
fail to take account of each state's particular cir-
cumstances. 
The working group agreed that cap-setting should 
be distinct from how allowances are distributed. 
Member states would retain greater control over 
the latter, though within a stricter framework than 
now. There is broad support for a single EU-wide 
new entrant reserve, for example, and pressure for 
a minimum level of auctioning, in place of a 
maximum currently. For its part, industry is argu-
ing that knowing what the future allocation rules 
will be is more important than having longer trad-
ing periods. 

UK to expand carbon emissions trading 
[ENDS Europe DAILY, 23rd May 2007] The Brit-
ish government has given a green light to dramati-
cally expand emissions trading in the UK com-
mercial sector. In an energy white paper, it set out 
actions to achieve large cuts in carbon emissions 
and provide long-term energy security. The paper 
also paves the way for the replacement of Britain's 
ageing nuclear reactors and for investments in re-
newables and energy efficiency. 
The white paper builds on an energy review pub-
lished last summer, retaining the main political 
lines and filling in more details. It reaffirms the 
government’s support for a new generation of nu-
clear power stations and launches a new public 
consultation on nuclear power, which has been 
forced on the government after Greenpeace won a 
court ruling that a consultation launched by last 
year’s energy review was seriously flawed. 
The energy review only hinted at emission trading 
for large energy users not included in the EU ETS. 
The white paper is much more specific. A consul-
tation run over the winter has shown that business 
supports the idea, it says. As many as 5,000 large 
firms and public sector organisations could take 
part. Participants would be allowed to buy EU 
ETS allowances. 
In other areas, the paper announced measures to 
improve homes' energy efficiency including a re-
quirement for new electricity meters to come with 
real-time displays showing energy use from 2008. 
It confirmed plans to strengthen and reform the 
current system for supporting renewable electric-
ity in order to triple renewables such as wind and 
tidal wave by 2015. 
Details of a plan to build the world's first end-to-
end carbon capture and storage (CCS) plant are 
also provided. The 300 megawatts plan is ex-
pected to be up and running between 2011-14. 
Presenting the paper to parliament on May 23rd, 
industry minister Alistair Darling told MPs it 
would take time to set up a CCS system in the UK 
but that Britain was at the forefront of its devel-
opment. 
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/page39534.ht
ml 

WWF criticises EU ETS phase two 
[Carbonpositive, June 18th 2007] Environment 
group WWF has criticised the EU Emissions 
Trading Scheme for allowing countries too much 
access to Kyoto carbon credits in the second phase 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/enveco/ex_post/pdf/costs.pdf
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/page39534.html
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of the scheme starting next year. This undermines 
the scheme’s aims of cutting back on emission 
within Europe itself. 
WWF says the limits for use of carbon offset 
credits potentially allow’s the EU’s big emitters to 
meet their entire emissions reduction requirement 
between 2008-12 by paying for cheap reductions 
in the developing world via Kyoto’s Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM). 
WWF conducted a study of the national allocation 
plans (NAPs) of nine EU countries including the 
biggest emitters Germany, Poland, Britain, France 
and Italy. It concluded that between 88 and 100 
per cent of the combined emissions reductions 
required in their targets could be met with their 
allowances for CER and JI purchases. 
While acknowledging the Brussels’ tightening of 
emission allocations to correct the over-allocation 
which undermined the scheme in phase one, 
WWF says high carbon credit limits threaten to 
undermine phase two. 
Under the EU ETS, the 27 participating countries 
are offered a safety valve to help reduce the costs 
of emissions reduction activity. Instead of their 
whole target having to come from investment in 
cutting emissions domestically, a proportion is 
allowed to be covered by the purchase of Kyoto 
carbon credits. However, the limits are set as 
percentages of the overall emissions cap, rather 
than as a proportion of the emission reduction 
requirement inherent in that cap. 
These limits vary from 5 to 22 per cent across the 
20 or so nations with finalised phase two NAPs. 
Among those countries with higher limits in this 
range are the nine examined by WWF. These lim-
its are enough to cover the amount by which 
emissions need to be reduced, should those na-
tions choose to buy credits up to their limit. 
“There is a real danger that this will lock the EU 
in to high carbon investments and soaring emis-
sions for many years to come,” Dr Keith Allott, 
head of WWF UK's Climate Change Programme 
said. “If the ETS is to fulfil its potential, we must 
ensure it leads to real carbon emission reductions 
within Europe. Climate change is an urgent prior-
ity, and we can't afford to waste another five years 
before we get Europe's emissions on a downward 
path.” 
http://www.wwf.org.uk/core/index.asp 

5. GREEN BUDGET REFORM IN 
SINGLE COUNTRIES 

Advertisement:  

ENDS Europe DAILY reports the news that matters 
– accurately and with political independence. 
Written by an editorial team in Brussels and Lon-
don, the service is published by the UK's leading 
professional environmental publisher. 
Will the European Commission be wast-

ing the EU taxpayers’ money? 
[András Lukács, Clean Air Action Group, August 
5th 2007] The European Commission will soon 
decide about the approval of the EU aid to the 
new member states for the years 2007-2013. In 
the case of Hungary a large part of the planned aid 
(which will be used mainly for the development of 
human resources) will be very beneficial for the 
society, and hopefully it will be spent efficiently. 
However a substantial part of the aid is planned to 
be used for highly questionable purposes.  
The sums to be earmarked for environmental pro-
tection would be spent mostly for large invest-
ments (first of all for waste and waste water 
treatment). These investments will themselves 
have serious effects on the environment, they will 
stimulate waste generation, and their operation 
will substantially raise the prices, which will have 
to be paid by the Hungarian population. On the 
other hand it seems that much less will be spent 
on waste minimization, selective waste collection, 
reduction of toxic substances in solid and liquid 
waste, as well as for other preventive measures, 
including public awareness raising. The polluter 
pays principle will be violated, and at the same 
time there seems to be no political intention to re-
duce waste production (e.g. in the field of packag-
ing materials) by using economic instruments  
Another considerable part of the aid would be 
spent on the construction of new roads. This is not 
only a question of which of these roads would be 
really necessary for the society. (Although it is al-
ready clear that some of the planned new roads 
will serve mainly urban sprawl and real estate 
speculation, with all their detrimental conse-
quences.)  

http://www.wwf.org.uk/core/index.asp
http://www.endseuropedaily.com/
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The main issue here is that road transport users do 
not pay the full costs of their activity even today. 
For example, in Hungary each year heavy trucks 
cause costs amounting to several billion Euros 
which are not paid by the operators of these vehi-
cles, but by the whole society. Another example is 
the illegal accounting of private use of cars as 
company use which results in a loss of revenues 
for the Hungarian state budget equalling to about 
3 per cent of the GDP. All these costs should be 
internalised into the prices in accordance with the 
polluter pays principle and with the principles of 
market economy, and the construction of new 
roads should be also financed in this way instead 
of putting more burden on the EU taxpayers. 
At the same time less than one per cent of the total 
aid would be spent on energy efficiency, although 
this is one of the most acute problems. For exam-
ple, in Hungary three times more energy is used to 
heat one cubic meter in buildings than in the 
neighbouring Austria. Public transport and rail-
way would also receive much less aid than would 
be expedient, and moreover, a large part of this 
aid would be spent very inefficiently – for a 7-
kilometer long metro line. 
If the presently planned structure of the EU aid 
would remain, it will enhance processes which are 
unsustainable socially, economically as well as 
environmentally. According to our knowledge, the 
situation is similar concerning other new member 
states in Central and Eastern Europe. Environ-
mental NGOs have already warned the European 
Commission and national governments about 
these problems, however without real results. 
They know that the European Commission has 
tried on many occasions to refuse those demands 
of national governments which consider only the 
short term interests of certain business circles and 
which are unsustainably on the long term.  
However it seems that now the Commission is 
ceding too much to the pressure of national gov-
ernments, even if these demands violate the basic 
principles and even the legislation of the Euro-
pean Union concerning market economy, envi-
ronment and sustainability. The environmental 
NGOs demand that the European Commission ad-
here to these principles and act according to the 
legal rules of the EU in all circumstances. 

Electronic toll collection to be introduced 
in Hungary in a strange way 

[András Lukács, Clean Air Action Group, August 
5th 2007] The advanced solutions of electronic 
road toll collection are also able to detect and 
sanction speeding, follow the change of traffic 
circumstances and help the drivers to find the 
adequate route. They can be used to assess and 
collect the congestion charge or the parking fees 
in cities too. But unfortunately it now seems that 
the electronic toll collection system (ETC) system 
which will start on January 1st 2009 will be able 
to assess and collect the road toll only on about 
3000 kilometres of expressways in Hungary. It is 
very probable that to extend the toll to other roads 
and to other services like mentioned above will 
need further millions of Euros and a lot of years. 
The Hungarian Parliament gave a permission to 
the government to buy an electronic toll collection 
system (ETC). The Ministry of Economy and 
Transport has the responsibility to call for tender 
and to choose the vendor. It will be a PPP contract 
so the vendor will work for five years. However 
the situation is far from the ideal because the in-
telligent traffic system (ITS), the user pays the in-
frastructure principle and climate change are not 
in the lime-light in the Ministry of Economy and 
Transport. 
The purpose is not to buy an advanced technology 
and to develop a countrywide ITS with a lot of 
services together with the ETC. There has been no 
collaboration between the Ministry of Economy 
and Transport and the police or the local govern-
ments to find the optimal common solution of 
their problems, including road toll collection, 
speeding problems, the traffic jams and the use of 
the revenues. The Ministry makes a continuous ef-
fort to restrict the scope of the ETC system to the 
expressways.  
An interesting method was used to avoid wide us-
ability. The Ministry and the government did not 
follow the logical way in the whole process. It 
seems now that a restricted tender will be called 
for the enforcement system at first, with one can-
didate, a state owned company. This candidate 
controls now the usage of the present vignette sys-
tem by a license plate number recognition system. 
The second step seems to be the call for a tender 
to choose the vendor and operator of the ETC sys-
tem. The creation of the general road toll strategy 
will come last… 
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The situation is worrying. It is hard to avoid the 
suspicion of corruption in a process going in an 
inverse direction and aggravated by a restricted 
tender where there is no clear road toll policy to 
define the requirements. 

Green Tax Reform in Hungary? 
[András Lukács, Clean Air Action Group, August 
5th 2007] A new agreement between the two coali-
tion parties in the Hungarian government was 
signed on 1st July 2007. The agreement states 
among others that there should be a greening of 
the tax and subsidy system. In accordance with 
the agreement an interministerial working group 
was set up to work out concrete proposals. Beside 
government officials the only persons invited to 
the working group were an expert of the Clean Air 
Action Group and an expert of the Hungarian 
Employers’ Association. The working group al-
ready held several meetings. 

Sweden: Green car bonus premieres 
[The Local, March 29th 2007] The Swedish gov-
ernment is set to launch its new “green car bo-
nus”, a scheme designed to encourage car buyers 
to invest in fuel-efficient vehicles. Environment 
Minister Andreas Carlgren confirmed that the 
purchase of an environmentally friendly car will 
entitle the buyer to a 10,000 kronor ($1,400) pay-
out. The government has set aside 250 million 
kronor to cover the cost of the programme, which 
is scheduled to run from April 1st to December 
31st 2009. 
“We estimate that sales of green cars will increase 
at a rate of 10 to 15 percent per year,” said 
Carlgren. 
The Centre Party minister added that the defini-
tion of a green car consisted of more than just ve-
hicles using hybrid technologies. 
A normal petrol-driven car can also qualify for a 
cash bonus if it has a fuel consumption of less 
than half a litre per ten kilometres. “Compared to 
other EU countries, Sweden has a fuel-guzzling 
car pool. Even in Germany it is considerably 
lower. This is a means of providing a strong push 
for fuel-efficient cars."The hope is that the mo-
mentum created now will keep the wheels moving 
after 2009,” said Carlgren. According to the min-
ister, there is no shortage of cars that meet the re-
quirements. 
“More or less all car makers, including Volvo and 
Saab, have at least one model that meets the crite-

ria for classification as a green car,” he said.The 
bonus scheme is to be administered by the Swed-
ish National Roads Administration (Vägverket). 
http://www.thelocal.se/6843/20070329/ 

India: “Efficient CO2 pricing could lead 
to significant emission cuts” 

[The Hindu, June 16th2007] Putting a price on 
carbon dioxide could lead to less emission of 
greenhouse gas and help to solve global warming, 
chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC) said.  
“An efficient carbon-pricing signal could realize 
significant mitigation potential in all sectors,” said 
Dr. Rajendra K. Pachauri at an open symposium 
on energy and environment held in Okinawa of 
southern Japan. Policies that provide a real or im-
plicit price of carbon could create incentives for 
producers and consumers to significantly invest in 
products, technologies and processes of which the 
greenhouse gas emissions are low, Pachauri said.  
The chief of the international organization on as-
sessing global climate change called on govern-
ments to introduce such policies which could be 
economic instruments, government funding and 
regulation, in an effort to curb global warming.  
Of the 12 warmest years from 1860 to 2006, 11 
were in the last two decades, Pachauri said, warn-
ing that there have been evidences of systemic 
changes in precipitation, and that more floods and 
droughts can be expected in future.  
It is widely agreed among international scholars 
that most of the observed increase in global aver-
aged temperatures since the mid-20th century is 
very likely to be caused by human activities. Be-
tween 1970 to 2004, global greenhouse gas emis-
sions have risen by 70 percent, the chairman said, 
warning of high risk of extinction of some plants 
and animals, as well as damage to human society. 
The IPCC, established by the World Meteorologi-
cal Organization (WMO) and the United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP) in 1988, aims to 
assess the scientific, technical and socio-economic 
information relevant to understanding the scien-
tific basis of risk of human-induced climate 
change, its potential impacts and options for adap-
tation and mitigation. 
http://www.hindu.com/thehindu/holnus/003200706161
123.htm 

http://www.thelocal.se/6843/20070329/
http://www.hindu.com/thehindu/holnus/003200706161123.htm
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Belgium: EU Committee to debate 
 CO2 reduction 

[just-auto.com, June 26th 2007] The European 
Parliament Environment Committee will this 
week debate the draft Davies report on further re-
ducing CO2 emissions from cars. 
The report, drawn up by the British Liberal De-
mocrat MEP Chris Davies, suggests the car indus-
try should have until 2015 to meet a target for the 
average new car emitting no more than 120 grams 
of CO2 per kilometre. The Davies report is a re-
sponse to the Commission's proposal in February 
that the European Commission's original target of 
120g/km by 2012 should be changed to an aver-
age of 130g/km, with the remaining 10g met 
through other measures. 
The European vehicle manufacturers' trade asso-
ciation, ACEA, supports the fact that the Davies 
report recognises the need for sufficient lead time 
for the European automotive industry. It has been 
arguing for some time for an extension of the 
deadline to 2015. However, ACEA also argues 
that the targets for CO2 emission reductions from 
cars mentioned are “far too stringent”. 
ACEA also argues that the Davies report only fo-
cuses on vehicle technology, disregarding the 
need for a combination of efforts and measures to 
achieve better, cost-effective results for the envi-
ronment, the industry and society as a whole. 
ACEA has consistently argued for an 'integrated 
approach' whereby biofuels, infrastructure im-
provements and eco-driving are taken into account 
when demanding CO2 reductions. 
The Davies report also recommends changes in 
the ways cars are advertised, obligatory speed lim-
iters and a ban on cars that emit 100 percent or 
more than the 120 g/km target. These are meas-
ures likely to be supported by environmental 
groups, but not by the industry. 
“Davies' suggestions to ban certain types of cars 
and limit the speed of cars come close to political 
symbolism; they do not address the real issues 
with regard to reducing CO2 emission from cars,” 
ACEA said in a statement.  
Leading Brussels-based environmental lobby 
group, Transport&Environment (T&E) has re-
acted angrily to the Davies report's suggestion that 
meeting 130 g/km by 2012 is “too costly”. T&E 
director Jos Dings said: “The 120 g/km target was 
agreed in 1995, and the car makers originally had 
10 years. 17 years is more than enough, as certain 
makers have shown. The arguments that the cur-

rent target is not feasible or too costly simply do 
not stand up to analysis.” 
According to T&E, a recent UK study by the web-
site www.cleangreencars.co.uk found that if all cars 
performed as well as the best in their class, car 
makers would already be on track to meet the tar-
get. And when other factors are included, such as 
smaller engines, stop-start systems and other 
technologies already available, the target would 
easily be within reach. 
T&E is worried that Davies has been persuaded 
by recent lobbying by the automotive industry. 
Dings added: “MEPs should not fall into the same 
trap as the Commission and be conned by the hys-
terical lobbying of ACEA. We urge the environ-
ment committee to stick to the EU's long-standing 
120g target and ensure it is reached by 2012 at the 
latest.” 
ACEA spokesperson, Sigrid de Vries, told just-
auto that there is a common misperception that 
ACEA agreed to a voluntary target of 120g/km in 
its original 1998 agreement with the European 
Commission. The agreement targeted 140g/km by 
2008, a target European vehicle manufacturers are 
considered highly unlikely to meet. Beyond 2008 
ACEA committed to discussing how to proceed, 
but that discussion would also take into account 
taxation and labelling as well as economic devel-
opments. 
http://www.just-auto.com/article.aspx?id=91736 

Portugal lays out  
EU presidency green priorities 

Get the latest information on the new priorities of 
Portugal’s EU presidency towards environmental 
and climate issues. All information online: 
http://www.eu2007.pt/Templates/Generic.aspx?NRMO
DE=Published&NRNODEGUID=%7B853DC6E5-
AACF-4CAD-A524-
46E5E5B4DBA9%7D&NRORIGINALURL=/UE/vE
N/Politicas/Ambiente/prio.htm&NRCACHEHINT=Gu
est#Spatial%20%20Planning%20and%20Regional%20
Development 
See EEB Memorandum to EU Presidency: 
http://pdf.wri.org/Brookings-WRI_GreenTaxSwap.pdf 

Dutch government plans sharply  
graduated car emissions taxes 

[Planet Ark, June 4th 2007] The Dutch govern-
ment is planning an additional first-registration 
tax of 80-90 Euro per gram of CO2 above a 
threshold of 240 g/km for petrol cars and 200 

http://www.just-auto.com/article.aspx?id=91736
http://www.eu2007.pt/Templates/Generic.aspx?NRMODE=Published&NRNODEGUID=%7B853DC6E5-AACF-4CAD-A524-46E5E5B4DBA9%7D&NRORIGINALURL=/UE/vEN/Politicas/Ambiente/prio.htm&NRCACHEHINT=Guest#Spatial%20%20Planning%20and%20Regional%20Development
http://pdf.wri.org/Brookings-WRI_GreenTaxSwap.pdf
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g/km for diesels, the country’s finance ministry 
announced on 1 June. The same system would 
provide modest tax incentives for buyers of lower-
emissions vehicles, while raising the on-the-road 
cost of some large vehicles by nearly 4,000 Euro. 
The Dutch government is planning an additional 
first-registration tax of 80-90 Euro per gram of 
CO2 above a threshold of 240 g/km for petrol cars 
and 200 g/km for diesels, the country’s finance 
ministry announced on 1 June. The same system 
would provide modest tax incentives for buyers of 
lower-emissions vehicles, while raising the on-
the-road cost of a large diesel SUV such as the 3.2 
litre SWB diesel Mitsubishi Pajero by up to 3,960 
Euro. 
The new Dutch government, which took over in 
February 2007, wants to achieve energy savings 
of 2 percent per year, boost the share of renewable 
energy to 20 percent and cut CO2 emissions by 30 
percent, all by 2020. 
Annual taxes would also be graduated in similar 
vein, and fuels may also be. For company-leased 
cars, the ministry proposes a tax reduction for 
employees who choose a car with a CO2 emission 
rate below 110 g/km and use the car for private 
purposes, the ministry said. 
http://www.autoindustry.co.uk/news/04-06-07_3 

Estonia to slash its emissions quota 
[eubusiness.com, July 12th 2007] The Estonian 
government decided to launch a legal challenge to 
the European Commission's decision to slash its 
2008-2012 carbon dioxide emissions quota. 
Estonia decided to file a lawsuit at the European 
Court because the EU's executive arm rejected its 
proposed quota of an annual 24 million tonnes and 
instead allocated the Baltic country a total of 12.7 
million tonnes a year, the Baltic News Service 
(BNS) agency reported. 
The commission is responsible for approving na-
tional governments' bids for carbon dioxide allo-
cations as part of the 27-member European Un-
ion's move to curb emissions of what is one of the 
main gases held responsible for global climate 
change. 
The Estonian government argues that the commis-
sion used flawed data to set its ceiling and that the 
EU body also overstepped its authority. 
Estonia charges that its quota was miscalculated 
because the commission treats shale oil, the main 
fuel used to generate electricity in Estonia, as 

equivalent to brown coal, even though it produces 
slightly less carbon dioxide. 
The EU's ex-communist member states have been 
working to overcome a legacy of slack environ-
mental standards left by their former regimes, and 
several have made major strides over the past dec-
ade. 
However, they are concerned that a big clamp-
down will dent their efforts to bridge the eco-
nomic gap with the older western members of the 
EU. Poland, the Czech Republic and Slovakia 
have also challenged their quotas. The commis-
sion's allocations affect industries such as metal-
lurgy, oil refining and power stations which have 
a high energy consumption and are responsible for 
nearly half of EU carbon dioxide emissions. 

US: Energy Chairman  
Floats Carbon Tax 

[Edmund L. Andrews, NYT, 7th July 2007] A pow-
erful House Democrat said on that he planned to 
propose a steep new “carbon tax” that would raise 
the cost of burning oil, gas and coal, in a move 
that could shake up the political debate on global 
warming. 
The proposal came from Representative John D. 
Dingell of Michigan, chairman of the House En-
ergy and Commerce Committee, and it runs di-
rectly counter to the view of most Democrats that 
any tax on energy would be a politically disas-
trous approach to slowing global warming. But 
Mr. Dingell, in an interview to be broadcast on C-
Span, suggested that his goal was to show that 
Americans are not willing to face the real cost of 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions. His message 
appeared to be that Democratic leaders were set-
ting unrealistic legislative goals. 
“I sincerely doubt that the American people will 
be willing to pay what this is really going to cost 
them,” said Mr. Dingell, whose committee will be 
drafting a broad bill on climate change this fall. “I 
will be introducing in the next little bit a carbon 
tax bill, just to sort of see how people think about 
this,” he continued. “When you see the criticism I 
get, I think you’ll see the answer to your ques-
tion.” The idea behind a carbon tax is to provide 
an incentive to reduce the use of fossil fuels like 
oil and coal, which are loaded with carbon, and 
increase the use of cleaner, renewable fuels like 
solar power, wind and fuels made from plants and 
plant waste.  

http://www.autoindustry.co.uk/news/04-06-07_3
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Many economists like the idea of a carbon tax, 
saying that it would be simple to administer and 
could profoundly affect energy choices. But most 
Democrats are staunchly opposed, saying that a 
tax would raise the costs of travel, commuting and 
heating and cooling homes, and that it would be 
wildly unpopular at a time when voters are al-
ready angry about high energy costs. Republicans, 
they said, would seize on any such proposal as 
proof that Democrats were bent on raising taxes 
and increasing the size of government. 
Indeed, many Democrats still cringe at the mem-
ory of President Bill Clinton’s trying to pass a 
broad “B.T.U. tax” in 1993 on most forms of en-
ergy. The measure passed the House but not the 
Senate, and more than a few Democrats believe 
the effort was one reason they lost their majority 
in the House in 1994. Now, House and Senate 
Democrats are writing bills that would require 
factories and power plants to reduce emissions of 
heat-trapping gases through a so-called cap-and-
trade system of mandatory requirements and 
tradeable pollution credits. 
Most of the proposals would impose mandatory 
limits on the amount of carbon dioxide that com-
panies would be allowed to produce each year, 
and those limits would become steadily more rig-
orous over time. A factory or a power plant that is 
already below the limit could sell its unused allo-
cations to companies that were over the limit. The 
United States already uses a cap-and-trade system 
to limit emissions of sulfur dioxide and other pol-
lutants that cause acid rain. The European Union 
has adopted a system to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, though the system has come under 
considerable criticism for letting companies game 
the rules and for failing to reduce emissions in 
line with European goals. 

Bursik: Negotiations Successful!  
Czech govt for lowering of emissions 

[Prague Daily Monitor,June 11th 2007] The 
Czech cabinet has agreed on a programme on the 
lowering of emissions, focusing mainly on car 
emissions and dust emissions, Vice-Premier Min-
ister and Environment Minister – and Green 
Budget Germany executive board member – Mar-
tin Bursik (Greens) has told journalists. 
The ministry wants to implement the programme 
within the next seven years and limit coal burning 
by households and toughen the regulations for car 
emission. Bursik said that the measures are to in-

crease life expectancy for Czechs. The Environ-
ment Ministry aims at handing more powers to 
municipalities so that they can have more on traf-
fic issues, such as the introduction of fees for driv-
ing into some areas. 
By 2014, at least one-fourth of service cars of 
state, regional and local authorities should be 
“clean,” Bursik said. Under the programme, 
households will be able to use coal for heating 
only if their boiler meets certain parameters. 

US: The Mayor’s Ode to Earth Day  
[The New York Times, April 23rd 2007] Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg likes to talk about the big pic-
ture, even if it might not be pretty. 22nd April, he 
warned New Yorkers how their city could suffer 
by 2030 without his plans for the future. With a 
million new people coming into town, housing 
needs would soar. The sky could be as gray and 
toxic as London in the ’50s. Every road into Man-
hattan would be above capacity – a gridlock 
nightmare that would make today’s traffic jams 
look tame. 
Then, Mr. Bloomberg laid out his plan for what he 
calls “a greener, greater New York.” It is a broad, 
complicated and exciting blueprint that covers 
some 127 proposals ranging from more trees to 
better power plants to finally cleaning up brown-
fields enough to build safe parks and housing 
across the city. 
In that sweep of new plans, the most controversial 
and also the most crucial is a proposal to charge 
$8 for vehicles coming into Manhattan. This move 
to congestion pricing in New York City is long 
overdue. But it will still kick up lots of opposition, 
especially in the State Legislature, which is where 
too many good ideas like this one go to die.  
One good thing: Mayor Bloomberg is known for 
sticking to his guns – for better or worse. This 
time, it will be for the better, as Stockholm, Sin-
gapore and London can attest. Mr. Bloomberg 
says the city must act now, rather than wait for 
Washington, and he wants to begin congestion 
pricing with a three-year pilot proposal. There 
would be all kinds of exceptions, but the $8 fee 
could generate more than $500 million a year, the 
mayor figures. That is the right way to make 
money. The question is how to spend it. The 
mayor and other public officials must take care 
that this money goes to improve public transit in 
the outer boroughs, especially for those who will 
need better buses or subways when they leave 
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their autos behind. If people feel that this sur-
charge is going mostly to Manhattan, the plan will 
die on its shelf. It is worth noting that some public 
officials in Mr. Bloomberg’s position, with less 
than 1,000 days left in office, might start to look 
beyond the present job. New Yorkers are fortunate 
to have a mayor willing to expend his energy and 
political clout to make their home a more livable 
city. 

India: Tax to reward green companies 
and penalise polluters 

[Neha Kohli, Times New Network, May 31st 2007] 
Call it the global warming impact: there could 
soon be an environment tax on coal and automo-
biles if the ministry of environment and forests 
has its way. The ministry has prepared a tax-
neutral duty rejig proposal to incentivise environ-
mental-friendly sectors while taxing polluting 
products. So, while it has recommended a tax on 
coal that has high ash content and an eco tax on 
polluting automobiles, it has proposed excise con-
cessions for industries like blended cement and 
bio-pesticides.  
The environment ministry has already submitted 
the proposal to the finance ministry. It is proposed 
that a tax of 1.44-6.33 percent of coal price be lev-
ied on the basis of the ash content of coal. The 
lower the ash content, the less polluting the coal is 
when burnt. It is also proposed that the revenue 
generated from the tax be used to set up a clean 
coal fund which could be utilised for setting up in-
frastructure for coal washing, selective mining re-
search and clean coal technologies. For automo-
biles, the ministry has suggested that an eco tax of 
3 percent-5 percent be levied on the factory price 
of passenger cars, jeeps and two wheelers. The 
taxes have been derived on the basis of categorisa-
tion done by the Society of Indian Automobiles 
Manufacturers of vehicles based on their fuel 
economy. The category that will be taxed is de-
fined as the worst fuel economy category. The tax 
also takes into consideration the Euro emission 
norms which vary in states. The environment min-
istry has also asked for sops for environmentally 
friendly substitutes of chemical pesticides, cement 
and detergents. It has said that the excise duty on 
bio-pesticides be cut to half which is otherwise 16 
percent for all pesticides. The revenue implication 
of this has been found to be negligible since bio-
pesticides account for less than 1 percent of the 
pesticide market.  

Similarly, it is proposed that excise duty on non-
phosphate detergents which is less hazardous be 
reduced to 8 percent from 16 percent, while a re-
bate of Cenvat elide on the phosphatic com-
pounds. Keeping with the high quantity of fly ash 
waste generated by thermal power plants, it is 
suggested that the duty on the cement that is 
blended with fly ash be halved.  
“This would encourage blended cement manufac-
turers to increase their capacity utilisation because 
of which estimates show that the impact would be 
revenue positive”, said a ministry official. The 
proposal is based on a study by the Madras School 
of Economics and the National Institute of Public 
Finance and Policy. 
The ministry had earlier taken up a similar pro-
posal with the revenue department but was asked 
to make the proposal more revenue neutral. “A re-
sponse to the modified proposal is waiting. 
Meanwhile, we are studying the prospects of other 
sectors where a tax rejig is possible,” said a senior 
government official. 
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/Tax_to_reward_g
reen_cos_penalise_polluters/articleshow/2088003.cms 

US: “The Economist” prefers tax 
[Jakob Rinkewitz, GBG] According to “The 
Economist” a carbon tax would be much more ef-
ficient and direct reducing emissions and estimat-
ing their actual value which will help finally mak-
ing climate policy efficient and even useful for the 
industry. As soon as we know the actual value of 
pollution, we will be able to create a tax system 
that will protect the environment and the economy 
as well. As the US-Newspaper says: “If policy-
makers knew the exact shape of these cost and 
benefit curves, it would matter little whether they 
reached this optimal level by targeting the quan-
tity of emissions (through a cap) or setting the 
price (through a tax). But in the real world, politi-
cians are fumbling in the dark. And that fumbling 
favours a tax. If policymakers set a carbon tax too 
low, too much carbon will be emitted. But since 
the environmental effect of greenhouse gases 
builds up over time, a temporary excess will make 
little difference to the overall path of global 
warming. Before much damage is done to the en-
vironment, the carbon tax can be raised.” 
http://www6.lexisnexis.com/publisher/EndUser?Action
=UserDisplayFullDocument&orgId=1925&topicId=10
0002042&docId=l:626749019&start=1&dateId=20070
616 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/Tax_to_reward_green_cos_penalise_polluters/articleshow/2088003.cms
http://www6.lexisnexis.com/publisher/EndUser?Action=UserDisplayFullDocument&orgId=1925&topicId=100002042&docId=l:626749019&start=1&dateId=20070616
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Democrats Press Plan to  
Channel Billions in Oil Subsidies  

to Renewable Fuels  
[Edmund L. Andrews, The New York Times, June 
16th 2007] Senate Democrats are seeking a major 
reversal of energy tax policies that would take bil-
lions of dollars in tax breaks and other benefits 
from the oil industry to underwrite renewable fu-
els. The tax increases would reverse incentives 
passed as recently as three years ago to increase 
domestic exploration and production of oil and 
gas. The change reflects a shift from the Republi-
can focus on expanding oil production to the De-
mocratic concern about reducing global warming. 
On June 19th, the Senate Finance Committee will 
take up a bill that would raise about $14 billion 
from oil companies over 10 years and would give 
about the same amount of money on new incen-
tives for solar power, wind power, cellulosic etha-
nol and numerous other renewable energy 
sources. The bill is one of the signature issues this 
year for Democrats, along with immigration and 
the war in Iraq, and one in which they hope to 
clearly distinguish themselves from the Republi-
cans. WHAT has happened to the bill – it was out 
there in June? Perhaps you can add a sentence 
here… 
But Senate Democrats are expected to go beyond 
the $14 billion in tax changes in the draft bill. 
Democratic officials said the committee is all but 
certain to adopt a proposal by Senator Jeff Bin-
gaman of New Mexico that would raise $10 bil-
lion from companies that drill for oil and gas in 
federal waters but do not currently pay royalties to 
the government.  
“We are cutting back subsidies for the oil and gas 
industry and using that money to finance the de-
velopment of new and cleaner sources of energy,” 
said Mr. Bingaman, who plans to attach the entire 
tax package to the energy bill on the Senate floor 
next week. It is unclear how much President Bush 
or Republicans in Congress will fight the pro-
posed tax shift. The ranking Republican on the 
Senate Finance Committee, Senator Charles 
Grassley of Iowa, has already endorsed the $14 
billion package. 
But the plan could easily founder because of op-
position to any one of many hotly disputed provi-
sions in the broader energy bill. Just last week, a 
threatened filibuster by Republicans forced De-
mocrats to postpone a floor vote on requiring elec-
tric utilities to produce 15 percent of their power 

from renewable fuels. The White House, mean-
while, has threatened to veto the bill if lawmakers 
do not drop a provision intended to prosecute 
what Democrats call “unconscionably excessive” 
gasoline prices. Senator Charles E. Schumer of 
New York has proposed that oil companies be 
prohibited from using an accounting method 
called “last in, first out” for inventories that saves 
them as much as $5 billion in taxes a year.  
Because Senate Democrats want to offset the cost 
of any new tax breaks with tax increases else-
where, many lawmakers are pushing for even 
more tax raises from oil companies. Oil execu-
tives are protesting loudly, saying that the pro-
posed changes would take money away from ex-
ploring and drilling in the United States and in-
crease the nation’s dependence on imported for-
eign oil. “They talk about our companies as if 
they’re owned by space aliens,” said John Felmy, 
chief economist at the American Petroleum Insti-
tute, a trade association. “They talk about energy 
security, but these provisions could have the op-
posite effect in terms of reducing our production 
here and increasing our imports.”  
The oil industry has ample reason to worry. With 
consumers seething about gasoline prices increas-
ing to more than $3 a gallon and oil profits reach-
ing record highs, oil companies would be short of 
friends in Congress regardless of the party in 
power. Beyond the immediate jockeying, how-
ever, lies a bigger question: Is Congress putting 
taxpayers at risk by funneling billions of dollars in 
subsidies into alternative fuels that are still a long 
way from being profitable? Indeed, industry ex-
perts said the Senate bill greatly understated the 
true cost of incentives for renewable fuels. Most 
of the incentives are set to expire at the end of 
2009 or 2010, but Democrats in both the House 
and Senate have called for an increase in the pro-
duction of such fuels by 2022. As a practical mat-
ter, the vast majority of “temporary” tax breaks 
are routinely extended once they are passed for 
the first time. In addition to higher taxes for oil 
companies, House and Senate Democrats are hit-
ting at the oil industry in other ways. The Senate 
bill would give the federal government more 
power to prosecute companies that engage in 
“price gouging” on gasoline prices, which is 
broadly defined in the bill as charging “uncon-
scionably excessive” prices that reflect “unfair 
leverage.” A similar measure is moving through 
the House.  
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Separately, the House Natural Resources Commit-
tee passed a bill last week that would, among 
other things, crack down on companies that cheat 
on royalties they pay for oil and gas pumped on 
publicly owned land. 
In effect, the various bills would transfer billions 
of dollars from oil companies to producers of re-
newable fuels. The Senate bill would offer $5.6 
billion in tax credits over the next three years for 
companies that produce electricity from renew-
able fuels like wind and geothermal power. It 
would offer tax-free bonds for new power plants 
with renewable or clean energy. It would offer tax 
credits totaling about a dollar a gallon to produc-
ers of cellulosic ethanol, and even bigger tax cred-
its for “biodiesel” fuel. It would extend and ex-
pand tax breaks for plug-in electric cars and other 
vehicles that use alternative energy sources, and it 
would provide tax breaks for gas stations that of-
fer renewable fuels. In a nod to the politically 
powerful coal industry, the bill would also provide 
$1.5 billion in tax-free “clean coal bonds” for ad-
vanced coal-fired electricity plants and $332 mil-
lion in tax credits for plants that make diesel fuel 
from coal. Democrats in the House are moving 
with similar legislation. The House passed a bill 
earlier this year that would raise about $14 billion 
over 10 years from oil companies, and the House 
Ways and Means Committee is expected to mark 
up a new tax bill that would offer rich incentives 
for alternative fuels and increased efficiency. 
The Democratic bill contrasts sharply with the en-
ergy bill that the Republican-led Congress passed 
in 2005. The Senate bill offers less than $1 billion 
in incentives for coal, no tax breaks for nuclear 
power and tax hikes for oil. But two years ago, 
Congress approved $11 billion in additional tax 
breaks, of which $7 billion went to oil, coal and 
nuclear power.  
“It is a dramatic change in policy, targeted at the 
big oil companies,” said Senator Ron Wyden, 
Democrat of Oregon. “It will show the country the 
kind of things we can do by taking away subsidies 
for fossil fuels and putting the money into new 
sources of energy.” Privately, some Democrats 
say it is payback time: the oil industry’s political 
contributions have overwhelmingly gone to Re-
publican lawmakers and President Bush, and 
many Democrats say they have little sympathy for 
the industry now. 
It is unclear whether Republicans or Mr. Bush 
plan to protect the industry. In stinging criticism 

earlier this month, the White House Office of 
Management and Budget said the proposed price-
gouging measure amounted to price regulation 
that would jeopardize investment in oil production 
and ultimately hurt consumers.  
In 2005, Mr. Bush threatened to veto a one-year 
measure that blocked oil companies from using 
the “last in, first out” accounting method for in-
ventories. The Bush administration, echoing 
charges by the oil industry, said the measure 
amounted to a one-year windfall profits tax that 
would frighten investors by raising the prospect of 
further tax raises whenever oil prices jumped 
sharply. Mr. Schumer’s proposal is similar to the 
2005 proposal, except that his measure would be 
permanent. The oil industry still has persuasive 
clout in Washington. Exxon, Shell and trade 
groups like the American Petroleum Institute have 
hired former Democratic lawmakers and Democ-
ratic lobbyists to help press their case. They have 
carefully positioned themselves, picking their 
fights on selected issues that attract fairly little 
popular interest but affect potentially large 
amounts of money. The effort is mostly defensive 
– fending off tax increases – but also has offen-
sive elements. Royal Dutch Shell and other big 
companies hope to be big players in coal-based 
liquid fuels. And the industry in general is still 
pushing for Congress to open up more areas on 
the outer continental shelf for deepwater drilling. 
But industry executives hold out little hope for 
emerging unscathed. 

New Zealand's Plans for a  
Regional Carbon Trading Hub 

[Marisa Meizlish, ecosystemmarketplace.com, 
June 11th 2007] Leading businesses in New Zea-
land are pushing for the country to develop a plat-
form that will be the hub of carbon trading in Asia 
Pacific. The Ecosystem Marketplace explores the 
possibility of a Green Wall Street in time zone 
one. Much of the activity in the emerging global 
carbon market centers on world financial hotspots 
such as London or Chicago. New Zealand is offer-
ing a very different market draw in a push to posi-
tion itself as the carbon trading hub of the Asia 
Pacific: sunrise. 
“We have a strategic position being that we're in 
the first time zone,” says Joanna Silver, project 
manager for New Zealand's proposed carbon ex-
change, dubbed Time Zone 1 (TZ1). “New Zea-
land is aiming to carve out a leadership position 
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on climate change and establish itself as the center 
for carbon trading in the Asia Pacific region. 
We're developing a locally owned, regionally 
relevant and globally credible platform that can 
service transactions from Tokyo to Sydney to San 
Francisco.” 
A working group of leading New Zealand busi-
nesses, led by the New Zealand Exchange (NZX), 
recently presented a feasibility study to the gov-
ernment arguing that New Zealand is a natural 
owner of a carbon exchange and could be the 
world's “Green Wall Street.” The idea is to pro-
vide a carbon trading platform for Kyoto credits 
and other regional compliance units, such as those 
created under a future Australian emissions trad-
ing scheme. “The exchange will allow buyers and 
sellers to settle in a shorter timeframe, and this 
lowers transaction costs and makes the market 
more efficient. But the key aim from our point of 
view is to get price transparency into the market-
place.” 
TZ1 will also provide a trading mechanism for 
voluntary credits, making it the first exchange in 
the world aimed at serving both the regulatory and 
voluntary markets. 
“Late last year NZX formed the view that an ex-
change like this is important for New Zealand and 
Australian businesses,” Silver says. “We know the 
window of opportunity is short and that the key to 
capturing the liquidity that will make the market 
successful is to be the first mover.” 
Global carbon markets were worth approximately 
$30 billion in 2006, three times greater than the 
year before according to The World Bank. Trad-
ing was dominated by the European Union Emis-
sions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) in which a little 
less than half of the transactions were made via 
exchanges, rather than over the counter or directly 
between buyer and seller. Exchanges are likely to 
become more important as the number of buyers 
and sellers increases and transactions are made 
across the globe. 
The working group's report argues that “compa-
nies trading credits in New Zealand are paying 
and will continue to pay a premium driven by a 
lack of market infrastructure. [TZ1] will provide 
New Zealand's corporates with lower transaction 
costs and ease of access to the growing interna-
tional carbon market.” In addition to providing 
transparent price signals and market access, TZ1 
is also expected to bring expertise and new skills 
into New Zealand's economy and give the country 

direct links into fast growing Asian markets. 
“We all share a commitment to New Zealand as a 
place to do business and a determination to see 
New Zealand gaining from the clusters of produc-
tivity and expertise that will grow around this 
market,” says Rob Fyfe, CEO of Air New Zea-
land. Air New Zealand is a member of the work-
ing group, along with other large companies, in-
cluding Contact Energy, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
ABN AMRO and Goldman Sachs. 
“New Zealand businesses have been relatively 
slow to see the realities of a commercial world 
where carbon credits have an ongoing value and 
how they can be used not only to change their 
own emissions profiles but also for their own 
business benefit,” says Mark Weldon, CEO of the 
NZX. The NZX recognizes this business opportu-
nity and believes its infrastructure and expertise 
can house a regional exchange. It also has an eye 
toward regional competition and hopes to get the 
carbon exchange up and running before other re-
gional players establish themselves in places such 
as Sydney or Singapore. 
“Exchanges provide enormous market benefits, 
but the primary problem until now has been the 
low number of market participants,” says Ken 
Chapman, general manager of new markets for the 
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX). “The bot-
tom line is you need critical mass.” 
In Australia, that critical mass has been difficult to 
capture. According to Chapman, the regulatory 
market for carbon credits (limited to a greenhouse 
reduction scheme in the state of New South 
Wales) and renewable energy certificates has been 
limited, in part because many companies have 
managed their emissions liabilities internally 
rather than through the purchase of offsets on the 
open market. While it is not normally the role of 
exchanges to create products, Chapman is pursu-
ing the idea of a carbon warrant, which would en-
able buyers to hedge against future price fluctua-
tions in the New South Wales market.  
“We have made it clear that the ASX has the ca-
pability to facilitate emission related instruments, 
and there is nothing stopping anyone from listing 
emission products whether they are warrants or 
futures or from trusts,” says Chapman. Currently, 
there are no carbon instruments trading on the 
ASX. The federal government announced this 
month that Australia will establish an emissions 
trading scheme by 2012, suggesting that the criti-
cal mass required to spur these ideas into fruition 
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may quickly materialize. In New Zealand, the 
government has also recently announced its inten-
tion to develop an emissions trading scheme 
aimed at achieving the country's Kyoto target of 
returning to 1990 emissions during the first com-
mitment period from 2008-2012. “TZ1 provides a 
policy option,” says Silver. “It signals to govern-
ment that people will be able to purchase carbon 
at least costs with a transparent price should an 
emissions trading system be established here in 
New Zealand.” 
Rather than just waiting for market drivers from 
government, TZ1 is also hoping to carve out a 
competitive position by offering a premium brand 
of carbon credits for voluntary buyers. This is the 
segment of the market in which companies and 
individuals voluntarily purchase offsets to miti-
gate their greenhouse gas contributions. The vol-
untary market was worth $100 million in 2006, 
according to the World Bank and appears to be 
increasing by an order of magnitude year on year. 
However, many observers note that market 
growth is fundamentally hampered by a lack of 
product consistency and competing standards on 
what defines a “credit.” 
“In designing TZ1 we recognised that there is a 
lack of comfort and brand recognition for volun-
tary products, and we think this is an area where 
we can add tremendous value,” says Silver. “The 
goal is to create a fungible, liquid class of volun-
tary credits that can replace the small, separate 
pockets of activity that currently define voluntary 
transactions.” 
Voluntary credits will be branded as TZ1 Plati-
num credits. These credits can be generated in 
New Zealand or overseas and must meet eligibil-
ity requirements, which are currently being de-
fined. Rather than create a new voluntary standard 
for TZ1 Platinum, the working group is proposing 
to identify which of the existing voluntary stan-
dards will be acceptable (Read more on voluntary 
standards). Products that are then certified to these 
standards are eligible to be traded on the exchange 
as TZ1 Platinum products. The working group is 
now working through details, such as the ex-
change's ownership structure and technical re-
quirements for broker access, and intends for the 
exchange to be operational in the beginning of 
2008, as the first Kyoto commitment period be-
gins. It is envisioned that TZ1 will be owned by a 
group of six to eight owners that represent various 
market interests. This includes NZX as the market 

operator and brokerage trading houses that need to 
utilize the exchange in order for it to be success-
ful. Buyers and sellers of carbon credits may also 
be included in the ownership structure. 
These players are also helping the working group 
design the exchange's working infrastructure, such 
as determining the best interfaces so that brokers 
can access the exchange globally. Learning from 
the experience of the EU ETS, TZ1 also aims to 
incorporate a futures market that allows buyers to 
hedge their future position in compliance markets 
but includes a strong risk management counter-
party to avoid the sudden price corrections that 
were seen in Europe. 
It is evident that as global carbon markets con-
tinue to grow, there will be an increasingly impor-
tant role for exchanges and other trading infra-
structure. Whether geographic position in time 
zone one ends up being a competitive advantage 
will depend on the exchange's design, the strength 
of its first mover status and its ability to market it-
self to major players around the world. 

China Releases Plan on Climate Change 
[Ling Li, worldwatch.org, June 7th 2007] China 
unveiled its first national plan on climate change 
this June 4th, after two years of preparation by the 
State Council, the National Development and Re-
form Commission (NDRC), and 17 other depart-
ments. “The plan is China’s first comprehensive 
policy documentation on climate change, as well 
as the first plan of its kind made by a developing 
country,” Ma Kai, head of the NDRC, said at the 
news conference. 
The five-part plan was developed under the ap-
proval of the United Nations Framework Conven-
tion on Climate Change. It states China’s current 
situation and efforts on climate change, as well as 
the effects and challenges of climate change in the 
country. It also lays forth the nation’s guidelines 
and goals for tackling the problem, related poli-
cies and measures, and China’s stance on climate 
change and the need for international cooperation.  
Rather than setting a direct target for the reduction 
or avoidance of greenhouse gas emissions, the 
Chinese government aims to reduce energy con-
sumption per unit of gross domestic product 
(GDP) by 20 percent by 2010, according to the 
plan. China also aims to increase the share of re-
newable energy (including large hydropower) in 
primary energy provision to some 10 percent and 
to cover roughly 20 percent of the nation’s land 
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with forest. China has set another major goal of 
strengthening its capacity to adapt to climate 
change, focusing on grassland restoration, im-
proved irrigation efficiency, forest and wildlife 
conservation, flood control, and coastal security.  
The plan stresses the key roles of technology 
transfer and international cooperation in helping 
China move toward a low-carbon economy, which 
is considered crucial to transitioning away from 
the country’s current energy structure. Technol-
ogy and cost are major barriers to energy effi-
ciency in China, and it is considered difficult to 
alter the nation’s coal-dependent resource and 
consumption framework in the short term.  
The United States and China, the world’s top two 
carbon dioxide emitters, recently agreed in their 
second strategic economic dialogue to collaborate 
on the promotion of clean coal technology. This 
includes developing large-scale coalbed methane 
capture projects in China, enhancing research and 
development of carbon capture and storage tech-
nologies, and formulating a national low-sulfur 
fuel policy for China. 

UK study on  
macroeconomic rebound effects from  

UK energy efficiency policies 
The Cambridge Centre for Climate Change Miti-
gation Research in Coorperation with Cambridge 
Econometrics CE, Policy Studies Institute PSI and 
Dr. Horace Herring has published a interesting 
study on the “macroeconomic rebound effects for 
the UK economy arising from UK energy effi-
ciency policies and programmes for 2000-2010. 
http://www.defra.gov.uk/science/Project_Data/Docume
ntLibrary/EE01015/EE01015_3554_FRP.pdf 

Sweden: Study on policy instruments  
influencing CO2 emissions and  

regional development  
Swedish NGO Naturvardsverket recently released 
the following study based on official data by sev-
eral swedish ministeries on CO2 emissions of the 
transport sector. The study includes an english 
summary (pages 9-12). 
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Documents/publikation
er/620-5710-3.pdf 

6. GREEN BUDGET REFORM 
WORLDWIDE 

The EU as a Pioneer in Climate Policy 
[Dagmar Dehmer, eurotopics.net, April 3rd 2007] 
As a resolution adopted at the EU Spring Summit 
on 9 March 2007 makes clear, the EU intends to 
assume a leading role in international climate pol-
icy. But how great is the consensus among mem-
ber states? 
Only twice in the past has the subject of global 
warming been as omnipresent in the media as it is 
now: in 1992 during the UN summit in Rio de Ja-
neiro, when the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change was adopted, and 
in 1997 when the Kyoto Protocol was passed in 
Japan. Even in France, where environmental is-
sues aren't very popular, there have been detailed 
reports on climate change and possible solutions 
for some time now. And in Germany, too, the is-
sue is receiving more and more attention and mak-
ing the headlines with increasing frequency. On 
March 2 2007, the "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zei-
tung" dedicated an entire culture section to the 
climate change debate. These days there is general 
consensus that climate protection measures are 
necessary. When the Czech president Vaclav 
Klaus described the warnings of climate research-
ers as “irrational” back in October 2006, Antje 
Buchholz, a German correspondent for the Czech 
newspaper Prazsky Denik, commented with sar-
casm on 13 October 2006: “Professor Klaus re-
mains unmoved by the arguments of hundreds of 
experts.” 
Climate protection has also become a hot topic for 
consumers. There are discussions about what the 
individual can do to help prevent climate change, 
or in other words, to reduce his or her own CO2 
emissions. “There's nothing wrong with putting 
yourself on a climate diet every now and then – 
whether it's what you eat, how you travel or how 
you heat,” wrote Hanna Gersmann on 23 February 
2007 in the German Tageszeitung. 
The period between 1997 and 2005, on the other 
hand, was a kind of blank during which climate 
change was barely discussed. Climate conferences 
were spent battling out the finer points of the 
Kyoto Protocol, and some of those were so com-
plex that it was virtually impossible to convey 
them to a wider audience. 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/science/Project_Data/DocumentLibrary/EE01015/EE01015_3554_FRP.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Documents/publikationer/620-5710-3.pdf
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It was only when the Kyoto Protocol took effect 
on 16 February 2005 – without the US and Aus-
tralia – and with the British EU and G8 presiden-
cies in the same year that the issue was taken seri-
ously again. British Prime Minister Tony Blair 
announced that climate change was “the greatest 
challenge facing mankind this millennium”. His 
team of advisers began drawing up a white paper 
aimed at turning the British economy into a “low-
carbon economy”. In Great Britain, interest in the 
subject of climate change has not waned since. 
Both Al Gore's film “An Inconvenient Truth” and 
the report by former world bank economist Nicho-
las Stern on the cost of climate change have now 
turned the niche topic into a global topic. Particu-
larly the “Stern Report”, which calculates the cost 
of global warming, has added fuel to the debate. 
The economy and growth are no longer being 
played off against climate protection. Now the lat-
ter is increasingly regarded as both a necessity and 
an opportunity for economic success. 
George Monbiot commented on 31 October 2006 
in British daily The Guardian that “It is a testa-
ment to the power of money that Nicholas Stern's 
report should have swung the argument for drastic 
action, even before anyone has finished reading 
it.” Then last February the first part of the new 
IPCC Report appeared, compiled by a panel of 
leading climate experts set up by the United Na-
tions. The IPCC researchers laid the blame for 
climate change squarely on mankind, and set 2020 
as a deadline for the necessary changes. The 
European Union has traditionally played a key 
role in international discussion on climate change, 
and has always been a driving force at UN climate 
negotiations. So it's not surprising that expecta-
tions for what the EU can achieve for the follow-
up to the Kyoto process are high. The agreement 
is due to expire in 2012. If a basic framework for 
a post-Kyoto agreement is not laid out at the cli-
mate conference in Bali this December, there is 
the risk of a gap between the two treaties. Among 
other things, this would be a fatal blow for emis-
sions trading. The emissions trading scheme, 
which makes emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
expensive for industry by imposing limits, would 
probably collapse. Yet emissions trading, which 
represents an attempt to reduce greenhouse gases 
using a market model, is the EU's flagship project. 
This has been recognised by EU Environment 
Commissioner Stavros Dimas. Just before Christ-
mas he rejected the first ten national emissions al-
location plans submitted to him for the Emissions-

Trading Scheme, saying they didn't go far enough. 
Shortly beforehand, France had withdrawn its al-
location plan, which would probably have suf-
fered the same fate. The British plan had only a 
small flaw; all the others had major problems as 
they were far too generous with emissions permits 
for their industries in the second phase of trading 
(2008-2012). The media is following these devel-
opments closely. European newspapers welcomed 
the European Commission's rejection of the emis-
sions plans of certain countries. “The commission 
has at least shown that it is determined to be a 
credible regulator,” noted Kate Hampton in The 
Economist of December 1, 2006. On the same 
day, the French Le Monde wrote that the Brussels 
authorities “are demonstrating their ability to re-
sist the pressure of the business world.” The bot-
tom line in the media appears to be that if the 
emissions trading scheme fails, the EU will lose 
its credibility as far as climate protection is con-
cerned. 
Now, however, the 27-state Union has gone a step 
further. With the climate summit in Brussels 
“Europe has reinvented itself,” writes Gerd Ap-
penzeller in the Tagesspiegel. In her current ca-
pacity as president of the EU, Angela Merkel has 
managed to bring the other member states to agree 
on a new climate protection action plan. At the 
Bali climate conference in December 2007, the 
EU will offer to reduce its overall greenhouse gas 
emissions by at least 20 percent by 2020, and will 
aim for 30 percent should other states agree to 
take similar steps. In addition, by the same date 20 
percent of its overall energy consumption is to be 
covered by renewable energies – nuclear energy 
does not count as renewable – and biofuel is to 
account for ten percent of all fuel. Energy effi-
ciency is to increase by 20 percent, which means 
energy consumption should go down by the same 
amount. If the EU reaches these targets it will 
prove that a prosperous society model can indeed 
go hand in hand with less destruction of the cli-
mate. 
An example like this is urgently needed to make 
consistent climate protection measures attractive 
enough to encourage emerging states like China, 
India, Mexico, Brazil and South Africa to take 
their own initiatives. 
Nonetheless, right up to the end of the summit, 
France and the countries of Eastern Europe tried 
to have nuclear energy chalked up as an environ-
mentally-friendly energy source in order to get 
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round the target for renewable energies. More-
over, countries like Poland and the Czech Repub-
lic are concerned about stringent reduction targets 
for CO2 emissions because their economies are 
just starting to catch up with the rest. The Brussels 
summit brushed over the really difficult issues. No 
decisions were made as to how the burden of 
reaching the targets is to be distributed between 
individual states. Indeed, the summit would have 
failed without this limitation.  
In the March 10th issue of the Nébszabadság, 
Brussels correspondent László Szöcs summed up 
the complexity of the situation as follows: “Cy-
prus needs energy to cool down the country. 
Denmark needs energy to heat. Finland is expand-
ing its nuclear power facilities while Germany is 
reducing them. The EU has called for measures to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions which will have 
a negative impact on the German car industry, 
while Italian and French cars already fulfil the re-
quirements.” Meanwhile, in the Frankfurter All-
gemeine Sonntagszeitung of March 11th, Hendrik 
Kafsack describes the accord as an “agreement on 
targets and symbols”. 
Like Kafsack, most commentators doubt the EU's 
action plan will actually culminate in an agree-
ment because the goal is to find an “adequate and 
reasonable” target for each country. But what is 
“adequate and reasonable”? As Pascal Aubert 
noted on 13th March 2007 in the French daily La 
Tribune, “There are as many interpretations as 
there are stars on the European flag.” 

EU-Commission-Report by IEEP:  
Reforming Environmentally  

Harmful Subsidies 
A report to the European Commission’s DG Envi-
ronment titled “Reforming Environmentally 
Harmful Subsidies” was published in May. 
http://www.ieep.eu/publications/pdfs/2007/executive_s
ummary_ehs_%20report_23_03_07.pdf 

Council of the European Union  
meeting on Environment 

Press release on the Council’s meeting on Envi-
ronment June 28th 2007 in Luxembourg, including 
Council Conclusions on several market based in-
struments: 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/doc
s/pressdata/en/envir/95033.pdf  

Study on the Power Sector to  
save the climate 

Greenpeace and the European Renewable Energy 
Council have released “a sustainable investment 
plan for the power sector to save the climate” July 
2007. 
http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/international/p
ress/reports/future-investment.pdf  

UN: biofuels raise risks  
 [Anthony Boadle, Havana (Reuters), sciam.com, 
July 4th 2007] The head of the U.N. Environment 
Program said Cuban leader Fidel Castro and oth-
ers are justified in raising concern about the po-
tential for ethanol production to threaten food 
supplies for the poor. 
But UNEP director Achim Steiner said the jury is 
still out on whether risks outweigh the benefits 
when using food crops to produce ethanol as an 
alternative fuel. Castro, who has taken to writing 
articles since he was sidelined from power last 
year by intestinal surgery, has attacked U.S. plans 
to increase biofuels output using crops such as 
corn, saying this will increase food prices and 
global hunger. 
“What President Castro points to is something the 
U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization has also 
raised recently: That there is significant potential 
and risk for competition between food production 
and production for a global biofuels market,” 
Steiner told Reuters during a environmental meet-
ing in Havana.  
“We have to be aware that there are risks, and for 
some countries those risks may not be worth tak-
ing,” he said. Steiner said it is too early to do a 
cost-benefit analysis on the use of ethanol, which 
environmentalists say will help slow global warm-
ing. While current technology simply turns crops, 
such as sugar or corn, into ethanol, new biofuels 
products on the horizon use enzymes to turn crop 
residue or agricultural waste into fuel, he said. 
The UNEP is studying the efficiency of biofuels 
while focusing on the development of interna-
tional standards that would minimize social and 
environmental risks. But Steiner added: “As long 
as the world is not able to agree on the norms and 
standards that should guide the development of a 
global biofuels market, the risks are going to be 
much higher.” 

http://www.ieep.eu/publications/pdfs/2007/executive_summary_ehs_%20report_23_03_07.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/en/envir/95033.pdf
http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/international/press/reports/future-investment.pdf
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7. CLIMATE NEWS IN 
GERMANY 

German coalition unveils climate plan 
[Parkins and Rose, July 3rd. Bloomberg.com] 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel unveiled plans 
to slash greenhouse gas emissions, a step hailed 
by environmental groups though criticized by in-
dustry as meaning higher energy bills. Merkel, 
meeting with utilities and power users in Berlin 
today, outlined steps to reduce emissions by up to 
40 percent by 2020. Proposals focus on boosting 
the productivity of power plants by 3 percent each 
year and improving energy conservation, meas-
ures Merkel has said are vital to achieving goals 
on tackling climate change. Germany is Europe’s 
biggest emitter of carbon dioxide. “There is some 
doubt about whether our goals can be reached,” 
Merkel told reporters in Berlin after the govern-
ment’s third energy summit. “I think we are on a 
reasonable path.” 
Merkel’s decision to spearhead CO2 reduction in 
the European Union gives added impetus to the 
government to fulfill ambitious targets. The pro-
posals under discussion today ranged from light-
bulb usage to “capturing” CO2 in underground 
caverns. The future of nuclear power was also on 
the agenda, though Merkel rebuffed calls to ex-
tend the lifespan of German plants.  
Nuclear Analysis 
The energy summit analyzed a scenario in which 
nuclear plants were allowed to operate longer than 
currently permitted. Still, Merkel said the German 
government doesn’t expect to agree on any 
change to its nuclear energy policy before 2009, 
when this legislative period ends.  
“The complete renewal of Germany’s energy park 
to meet productivity targets just isn’t economi-
cally feasible,” Michael Huether, head of the Co-
logne-based IW economic institute, said in an in-
terview before the summit. “The debate over 
Germany’s nuclear phase-out is about to be re-
opened.” Germany’s 17 nuclear power plants, 
amortized investments that are due to close by 
2021 under an agreement made by the last ad-
ministration and ratified by Merkel’s government, 
generate about 26 percent of the country’s elec-
tricity and emit smaller amounts of CO2 than gas- 
or coal-fired plants. Reactor owners E.ON AG, 
Vattenfall Europe AG, RWE AG and Energie Ba-

den- Wuerttemberg AG each want to run their nu-
clear plants longer. In a four-page paid supple-
ment published on July 1 in German newspapers, 
RWE Chief Executive Harry Roels urged the gov-
ernment to re-examine the nuclear phase-out be-
cause “it was forged when climate protection 
wasn’t as high in the public imagination as it is 
today.” 
“Anti-Energy Policy” 
Other industrialists are blunter. “The energy pol-
icy of this government is an anti-energy policy,” 
said Klaus Rauscher, chief executive officer of 
Vattenfall’s German unit, cited in an interview in 
Spiegel magazine on July 1. Nuclear reactors pro-
duce more electricity than coal and lignite plants, 
which supply 21 percent and 24 percent of Ger-
many’s power needs respectively, according to the 
Economy Ministry. Solar and wind power, subsi-
dized by tax, supply another 9 percent and gas 
some 12 percent of power. Germany has pledged 
to cut CO2 output by 21 percent by 2012 com-
pared with 1990 levels, starting next year with a 
cut of 57 million metric tons, or a tenth less than 
in 2007. The aim is to “unleash a revolution in 
power efficiency,” Environment Minister Sigmar 
Gabriel told reporters in Berlin on June 29. Boost-
ing power plants’ productivity will save power 
consumers annual costs of 50 billion euros ($68 
billion) by 2020, he said. ”Surely, if you invest in 
efficiency that leads to savings,” said the Social 
Democrat. “I can’t understand industry’s misgiv-
ings.” 
Something in Return 
“I don’t see how you can force utilities to invest in 
more efficient plants without giving something in 
return,” said Alfred Richmann, managing director 
of the Essen-based VIK group that represents 80 
percent of power bought by German industrial 
companies, including carmaker Volkswagen AG. 
“Power customers would pay the productivity 
charge,” said Richmann in an interview. “We 
need to ensure that meeting climate goals doesn’t 
torpedo our competitiveness – and this does.” 
Power prices are rising, putting a question mark 
over assumptions that productivity gains lead to 
lower prices. As many as 126 power suppliers in-
creased prices by an average of 7.7 percent on 
July 1 after state controls on prices expired, the 
Verivox power-price monitoring service said on 
its Web site. Merkel’s planned increase in spend-
ing on energy conservation may be more to indus-
try’s liking. She proposes raising subsidies for 
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programs to lower heat-loss by buildings to 3.5 
billion euros from 1.4 billion euros a year. 
http://www.bmu.de/english/press_statements_speeches
/doc/39349.php 

Germany moves to  
improve building energy use 

[ENDS Europe DAILY, 23rd April 2007] Germany 
has unveiled proposals aimed at improving the 
energy efficiency of the country’s buildings, 
which the government says contribute one-fifth of 
the country's annual carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sions. The proposals were unveiled by German 
building minister Wolfgang Tiefensee at an inter-
national energy efficiency conference in Berlin 
on. They are designed to implement an EU direc-
tive from 2003. The building ministry said the 
plans would be more ambitious than current EU 
standards. They would require disclosure of heat-
ing and water costs for all buildings from 2008, 
and new and renovated buildings would have to 
improve energy efficiency by up to 30 per cent. 
The proposals are to be discussed by the German 
cabinet. 
The meeting was attended by governments from 
the EU and G8 countries and was intended to fos-
ter international dialogue on global energy effi-
ciency initiatives. The subject will be included in 
a communiqué expected from G8 leaders in June, 
as a follow up to agreements made at the 2005 
Gleneagles summit. 
German industry minister Michael Glos said the 
purpose of the conference was to “show that the 
further decoupling of world-wide economic 
growth from energy consumption is possible”. 
Environment minister Sigmar Gabriel said the 
“technologies are already present and the instru-
ments are well-known – now we have to concen-
trate on making the switch” to energy-efficient al-
ternatives. 

Climate policy rhetoric escalates as  
Germany threatens trade duties 

[forbes. com, June 18th 2007] Differences over 
climate change policy have pushed some govern-
ments to escalate their rhetoric, with Germany 
threatening developing countries with trade duties 
if they fail to make cuts in their greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
Germany's Environment Minister Sigmar Gabriel 
was cited in German media over the weekend as 

saying that his government would use a border tax 
to push developing nations to accept cuts in 
greenhouse gas emissions. Because these coun-
tries are concerned with reducing poverty, the du-
ties would be an incentive for these countries to 
use international aid to disconnect economic 
growth from climate damage, he said. 
This was aimed particularly at China and India, 
who have long argued their economies should be 
exempt from emission reduction targets out of a 
need to maintain growth and improve living stan-
dards. 
“This is one option if international negotiations 
don't succeed in the talks in Bali,” explained To-
bias Dunow, a spokesperson for the German Envi-
ronment Ministry, referring to the December 
meeting where the United Nations will bring 
countries together in an attempt to agree on emis-
sion reduction targets. The German government 
also said that this policy option had been dis-
cussed within the European Union and that the US 
had been informed. The G8 group of industrial-
ized nations resolved at their meeting earlier this 
month in Heiligendamm, Germany, that they 
would “seriously consider” a target to halve car-
bon emissions by 2050, but fell short of a binding 
commitment. 
However, the US was said to have reservations 
about following through with the target while 
China – the world's second largest emitter of 
greenhouse gases after the US – was not included 
in the deal, as weren't the other largest developing 
countries, India, Brazil, Mexico and South Africa. 
Analysts said that because the US is unlikely to 
agree to any targets that do not include China, and 
because China is unlikely to accept any policies 
that would hinder its growth, the policies would 
seek to use aid to convince developing nations to 
cut emissions. If this fails, the next step in pushing 
forward climate policy would be to tax imports 
from those countries that refused to comply. Hol-
ger Schmieding, chief European economist at 
Bank of America, believes this is mostly a case of 
sabre-rattling to get developing nations to tow the 
line, but that overall global trade protectionism is 
not likely to rise significantly. 'There is still a 
strong commitment to find an agreement at the 
Doha trade talks,' where countries are seeking to 
lower trade barriers, Schmieding noted. 
The German rhetoric is probably more of an at-
tempt to push for results within climate policy, but 
it is not clear that the government would be will-

http://www.bmu.de/english/press_statements_speeches/doc/39349.php
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ing to go as far as imposing duties on Chinese and 
Indian imports, he said. 
http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/06/18/a
fx3831386.html 
See also articles in recent GBN issues: 
http://www.foes.de/en/GBN17-5Art12.html 
http://www.foes.de/de/FOES41-4Art1.html 

Germany: Debates on possibly rising 
taxes on energy consumption 

On 11th July 2007 German newspapers published 
rumors about energy tax hikes planned by the 
Ministry of Environment, referring to an internal 
strategy paper of the Ministry proposing a “cli-
mate cent” as a possible way of financing the am-
bitious goals on carbon reduction recently de-
clared by the German government. Soon after this 
information appeared in the media, German Min-
ister of Environment Sigmar Gabriel called refer-
ences to all kinds of tax hikes “nonsense”, as the 
internal paper did not reflect the opinion of the 
Ministry or current political concepts on carbon 
reduction. 
http://www.pointcarbon.com/Home/News/All%20news
/Kyoto%20International/Domestic%20policies/article2
3421-881.html 

8. EVENTS 

Innovation, Technology and Employment 
–  

Impacts of  
Environmental Fiscal Reforms and  

other Market-Based Instruments 

Munich, 18-20 October 2007 

Register now to secure your early bird 
discount!! 

Program now online: 
http://www.worldecotax.org/downloads/info/GCET-
08_Program.pdf 
http://www.worldecotax.org 

3rd Annual European Energy Policy  
Conference 2007, 21st and 22nd Nov. 2007 
Following the 10th January Commission’s Energy 
Package and the European Council’s endorsement 

of the Commission strategy, all eyes turn to im-
plementation of the ambitious EU objectives for 
2020: reducing EU Greenhouse gas emissions by 
30 percent, conditional to a global agreement on 
climate change or 20 percent unilaterally, achiev-
ing a 20 percent share of renewables in the overall 
energy mix, 10 percent of biofuels (5 percent in 
2010), reducing primary energy consumption by 
20 percent and operate 12 power plants ready op-
erating with carbon capture and storage technolo-
gies in 2015. At the same time, the EU will need 
to ensure security of supply and the competitive-
ness of European industry. 
The development, demonstration and diffusion of 
energy technologies will be crucial to achieve EU 
energy and climate change objectives. However, 
this “industrial revolution” will only happen if the 
EU succeeds in putting into place the necessary 
policies to promote this industrial transformation. 
This joint conference by the Brussels-based think 
tank Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) 
and Epsilon will take stock of existing policies at 
EU and member state level and assess progress 
towards meeting the EU objectives, and will ask 
how new energy technologies can best be sup-
ported. 
This high-level conference is also a partner for the 
European Commission's Sustainable Energy 
Europe programme. Further details can be found 
by going to www.sustenergy.org. 

Central European Biomass Conference 
Graz (Austria), 16-19 January 2008 

After the very successful debut of the Central 
European Biomass Conference 2005 in Graz 
(Austria) – about 1000 participants from 28 coun-
tries – the second congress of this type will take 
place next year. The Austrian Biomass Associa-
tion, the Styrian Chamber for Agriculture and 
Forestry and the ABC – Austrian Bioenergy Cen-
tre will organise the Central European Biomass 
Conference 2008 Graz (Austria), 16 to 19 January 
2008. 
The Central European Biomass Conference 2008 
aims at providing an up-to-date overview of the 
latest political, economic and technological devel-
opments in the field of bioenergy (heat, electricity 
and transportation fuels). A special focus lies 
thereby on the biomass raw material supply out 
from forestry and agriculture – a topic that, facing 
the enormous biomass boom, poses to be a big 

http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/06/18/afx3831386.html
http://www.foes.de/en/GBN17-5Art12.html
http://www.foes.de/de/FOES41-4Art1.html
http://www.pointcarbon.com/Home/News/All%20news/Kyoto%20International/Domestic%20policies/article23421-881.html
http://www.worldecotax.org/downloads/info/GCET-08_Program.pdf
http://www.worldecotax.org
http://www.sustenergy.org
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challenge aswell as a big chance for the central 
European area. 
Location will be again the well-tried Messe Cen-
ter Graz, and the date was chosen parallel to the 
“Häuslbauer” trade fair – the entrance to the trade 
fair is included in the conference fee! The con-
gress aims at 600 participants, conference lan-
guages are German, English, Italian, Polish (si-
multaneous translation). All informations on the 
event are also available on our website (German 
and English): 
http://www.biomasseverband.at/biomasse/?cid=24803 

The Oregon Environmental Council's 
Forum for Business and the Environ-

ment, September 6th 2007 
Roby Roberts of Goldman Sachs’ Alternative En-
ergy Investment Division and Ron Pernick, co-
founder and principal of Clean Edge and author of 
The Clean Tech Revolution: The Next Big 
Growth and Investment Opportunity, discuss what 
clean technology means to the Pacific Northwest.  
Roberts and Pernick will discuss how the clean-
tech era is represented by a dynamic and diverse 
group of companies, from start-ups to multina-
tional giants, that are being supported by forward-
thinking investors, scientists, politicians, and cus-
tomers. Goldman Sachs is one of those investors, 
using its influence to move markets by pumping 
close to $1 billion into renewable energy over the 
past year alone. 

Environmental Law 2007,  
London, 13th and 14th September 

The world is entering a new era of enlightenment 
as to the effect that human society is having on the 
Earth. Although environmental issues have been 
recognised as an increasing global problem, only 
in recent years have humans faced significant cli-
matic shifts that illustrate the critical need to take 
action against further damage. 
For many years, environmental law has been es-
tablished to protect the natural environment while 
allowing human development to continue within a 
regulatory framework designed to improve sus-
tainability. In the everyday practice of environ-
mental law, key areas of development activity are 
constantly scrutinised and the law is further re-
fined to ensure that these crucial elements are ac-
cessible to us, but safer for the environment. 
Throughout this evolution, law has been updated 
through judicial review, the way in which devel-
opment projects are financed has been made more 
sustainable, and pollution and contamination 
caused by industrial processes has been reduced. 
The law continues to evolve, but recent political 
and legislative trends indicate that the Earth’s 
changing environment will continue to affect the 
law in practice and legal practitioners must con-
tinue to develop their skills in legal best practice 
in the dynamic world of environmental law. 

http://www.biomasseverband.at/biomasse/?cid=24803
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9. READERS’ GUIDE 

Readers’ Guide: 
To read our newsletter, follow the instructions below: 

• First, you should make certain that you always have sufficient free memory in your e-mail account. If not, you 
won’t receive the mailing. Our Newsletters will have up to 450 Kilobytes per copy. 

• Do not try to print the HTML-Version in your mail account, because it won’t work! For a printable version click 
on the link at the top (http://www.foes.de/en/downloads/GBN18.pdf). Then you can download a printable PDF ver-
sion of the newsletter. 

• You can read all our newsletters in our archive on this page: http://www.foes.de/en/GBN.php  
In the newsletter archive you can access individual topics by clicking on them in the directory. You don't have to 
view the whole document. 

We hope you enjoy reading your copy of GreenBudgetNews! 

Best wishes from the editors! 

Green Budget Germany’s Team of Editors 
You can contact the Green Budget News editors at the following addresses: 
 
         
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Levego Munkacsoport 
Clean Air Action Group 
H-1465 Budapest, Pf. 1676, Hungary 
Phone: +36-1 4110509/-10 
Fax: +36-1 2660150 
levego@levego.hu 
www.levego.hu 

Förderverein Ökologische Steuerreform 
Green Budget Germany 
Landsbergerstr. 191 – D – 80687 München 
Tel.: +49 89 520 113- 13 Fax: - 14 
foes@foes.de 
www.foes.de 

The Ecological Council 
Blegdamsvej 4B 
DK - 2200 Copenhagen N 
Phone:  +45 33 15 09 77 
Fax: +45 33 15 09 71 
info@ecocouncil.dk 
www.ecocouncil.dk

ÖGUT – Österreichische Gesellschaft  
für Umwelt und Technik 
Austrian Society for Environment and Technology 
Hollandstraße 10/46 
A – 1020 Vienna 
Tel.: +43 1 315 63 93 – 13 Fax: - 22 
office@oegut.at www.oegut.at 

European Environmental Bureau 
Boulevard de Waterloo 34, 
B-1000 Brussels 
Tel: +32 2 2891090 
Fax: +32 2 2891099 
secretariat@eeb.org 
www.eeb.org 

http://www.foes.de/en/downloads/GBN18.pdf
http://www.foes.de/en/GBN.php

